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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

Market liquidity drops around earnings announcements. Lee, Mucklow and Ready

(1993) (hereafter LMR) present evidence that bid-ask spreads are higher and depths

are lower during trading hours around earnings announcements than during non-

announcement periods. Investors dislike this drop, because market liquidity is one of

the most important characteristics that investors look for in an organized financial

market. Market liquidity relates to the ability to buy or sell significant quantities of a

security quickly, anonymously, and with relatively little price impact. Low market

liquidity has a negative impact on the demand for shares and the share price. This

reduced share price relates to a higher cost of equity capital. Therefore, it is important

to explore the drop in market liquidity around earnings announcements.

This thesis investigates two important aspects of this drop in market liquidity,

namely (a) the ability of management to mitigate the drop in market liquidity around

earnings announcements by using their discretion to announce the earnings news

during non-trading instead of trading hours and (b) the conjecture that the drop in

market liquidity before earnings announcements relates to the richness of the

information environment. Before discussing these topics in more detail in section  1.3

and   1.4,  I  explain the notion of market liquidity  and the behavior  of the (adverse

selection component of the) bid-ask spread and depth around earnings

announcements. Section 1.5 positions the thesis within finance and financial

accounting research and section 1.6 provides the outline ofthis thesis.

1.2      Market liquidity around earnings announcements

To maintain liquidity, many organized exchanges use market makers, individuals who

stand ready to buy or sell whenever investors wish to sell or buy. In return for

providing liquidity, market makers are granted monopoly rights by the exchange to

post different prices for purchases and sales: they buy at the bid price and sell at a

higher ask price. As figure 1.1 shows, the quoted bid-ask spread   is the difference

between the quoted bid and ask price. It is possible that traders negotiate with the

market maker about the bid or ask price. Therefore, market makers sometimes buy at
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a price that is higher than the quoted bid price and sell at a price that is lower than the

quoted ask price. The effective bid-ask spread takes this possibility into account and is

calculated as two times the absolute value of the difference between the quote

midpoint (average of the bid and ask price) and the bid or ask price for a purchase or

sale, respectively.

Figure 1.1 Bid-ask spreads

Price

QA _

lA 7      Effective spread
2*2  for a sale

Quoted  I QM  3spread 'i-*1  Efective spread
IB -) for a purchase

QB

Time

This figure demonstrates the quoted and effective bid-ask spread. QA represents the quoted ask price,

IA the inside ask price, QM the quote midpoint, IB the inside bid price and QB the quoted bid price.

Extant market microstructure literature shows that the bid-ask spread consists

of three components: order processing costs, inventory holding costs, and adverse

selection costs. The order processing cost component represents a fee charged by

market makers for standing ready to match buy and sell orders (Tinic 1972). The
inventory holding cost component compensates dealers for managing the inventory

(Stoll 1978, Ho and Stoll 1981). Finally, the adverse selection component represents a

reward to market makers for taking on the risk of dealing with traders who may

possess superior information (Copeland and Galai 1983, Glosten and Milgrom 1985).

When, for example, an investor knows before an earnings announcement that the

earnings are far lower than expected, (s)he will sell shares to the market maker. After
the information arrival  both  the  bid  and ask price  drop. As figure 1.2 indicates,  the

market maker bought the shares at a high bid price (QBo) and has to sell the shares at
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a low ask price (QA i). Therefore, the market maker earns only part of the bid-ask

spread. Similarly, when an investor knows before the announcement that the earnings

are higher than expected  (s)he will buy shares. After the information arrival the bid

and ask price go up and the market maker misses the return on the shares because

(s)he already sold the shares. In other words, when investors possess private

information, market makers are missing part of the spread or part of the return

because they have the obligation to trade. To compensate themselves for these missed

revenues, market makers increase the bid-ask spread. As a result, market makers earn

more when they trade with traders without private information. These additional

revenues compensate for the missed spreads and missed returns while trading with

informed investors. The higher the probability of informed trading is, the higher the

adverse selection component and, thus, the bid-ask spread.

Figure 1.2 Adverse selection component

Price

QAO -
QAl -

QMo -
QM'

QBO J USQB'

Time

This figure illustrates the unrealized spread due to informed trading. QA represents the quoted ask

price, QM the quote midpoint, QB the quoted bid price and US the unrealized spread due to informed

trading.

LMR state that the bid-ask spread is only one dimension of market liquidity.

The other dimension is the depth: the number of shares market makers are willing to

trade at the quoted bid and ask prices, respectively. Market makers may declare the

depth strategically to protect themselves against informed trading. When a market
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maker quotes a large depth, an informed investor can trade many shares at one time

against the quoted bid or ask price. However, when the market maker declares a small

depth, the informed investor can only trade small portions at a time. After each trade,

the market maker has the opportunity to change the bid and ask prices. Therefore, the

market maker may lose less money before discovering the implications of new

information for the fundamental share price. Thus, when the probability of informed

trading increases, the spread and adverse selection component are expected to

increase and the depth is expected to decrease.

Days around earnings announcements constitute a period in which market

makers may experience an increased probability of informed trading. LMR mention

three reasons why the information asymmetry between market makers and informed

investors may increase just bgore an earnings release, namely: (a) a higher
probability of leakage of value relevant information when earnings are known to the

company, (b) the possibility that the officially filed information reaches investors

earlier than market makers, and (c) the expectation of imminent earnings news may

stimulate some traders to search for information immediately prior to the
announcement. Kim and Verrecchia (1991, 1994) and McNichols and Trueman

(1994) provide analytical evidence on this issue. LMR show that market makers

indeed increase spreads and decrease depths before daytime earnings announcements.

Additionally, Krinsky and Lee (1996) (hereafter KL) present evidence that the

adverse selection component of the spread is significantly higher before daytime

earnings announcements than during the non-announcement period. This suggests that

market makers are facing an increased probability of informed trading.
Market makers may also face an increased probability of informed trading

after earnings announcements. Kim and Verrecchia (1994) and Livne (2000) model

this situation. Their basic idea is that some investors gather private information

through their superior capacities to interpret earnings news. Another argument is that

earnings news is revealed in pieces and informed trading takes place when this

information reaches investors earlier than market makers. For example, the earnings

number may hit the news wire first, followed by the income statement and balance

sheet, while detailed information is revealed later during the day. LMR and KL

present empirical evidence on this issue and show that the spread and adverse

selection component are higher during trading hours after daytime earnings

announcements than during the non-announcement period.
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1.3 The impact of intraday timing of earnings announcements on market

liquidity
As discussed in the previous sections, empirical literature indicates that market

liquidity drops around earnings announcements. Investors dislike this drop, because

market liquidity is one of the most important characteristics that investors look for in

an organized financial market. Even though the period around earnings

announcements is a short interval, the impact of the market liquidity drop may be

severe, because this period is known for its high trading volume (Morse (1981),

Bamber (1986)). Therefore, it is important for management of listed firms to be aware

of actions that might reduce the decline in market liquidity around earnings

announcements.

The first essay investigates intraday timing of earnings releases as a way of

mitigating the drop in market liquidity around these announcements. There are several

reasons to expect that intraday timing of earnings announcements influences the

probability of informed trading and, therefore, the change in bid-ask spreads and

depths around these announcements. The probability of informed trading increases

before earnings announcements during trading hours ('daytime' announcements)
because investors are more motivated to search for private information and because

the public announcement may reach investors earlier than market makers. This second

threat, however, does not exist for announcements during non-trading hours

('overnight' announcements). In addition, Livne (2001) shows analytically that

investors with private information trade less aggressively before overnight than

daytime announcements. This suggests that the increase in the probability of informed

trading is smaller before overnight releases.

The intraday timing may also influence the probability of informed trading

after earnings announcements. When the earnings are released overnight, investor do

not need to react immediately on the news and can research the data before making a

trading decision. In addition, when the information is revealed in pieces before

opening of the market, investors can also use this additional information in their

decision process. On the NYSE and AMEX investors can submit orders before

opening of the market. When the submitted orders reflect the earnings news, the

opening price will capture the released information and the probability is smaller that

market makers willloose money to investors with private information after opening of

the market. Even when the order flow does not reflect the earnings news, market
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makers can still set the opening price conditional on the release when they check news

wires before the opening of the market. Based on these arguments,  I hypothesize that

the percentage deviation of the spread from the median spread during the non-

announcement period is larger and the percentage deviation of the depth is smaller

before and after daytime announcements relative to overnight announcements.

The sample consists    of 1000 daytime    and 1802 overnight earnings

announcements declared between 1993 and 1996 by 336 firms traded at the NYSE or

AMEX. The results show that percentage deviations of quoted and effective spreads

are significantly larger and percentage deviations of depths are smaller after 'daytime'
announcements compared to 'overnight' announcements. This suggests that intraday

timing is possibly a way to mitigate the drop in market liquidity after earnings

announcements.

1.4 The impact of the information environment on the drop in market

liquidity before earnings announcements

The second essay investigates the drop in market liquidity before earnings

announcements. So far, no evidence exists whether market makers adjust spreads and

depths for all firms to the same extent or condition the market liquidity drop on firm-

specific factors. I investigate the conjecture that this drop in market liquidity relates to

the richness of the information environment. A rich information environment means

that more information is publicly available and captured in the share price. Therefore,

a smaller price reaction is expected at the earnings announcement and this reduces

investor's incentives to search for private information. In addition, even when
investors search for and find private information, the loss to the market maker might

be smaller, because the expected price reaction to new information is smaller. I use

three proxies for the information environment, namely disclosure quality, the

occurrence of management earnings forecasts and the number of analysts forecasting

the earnings news.

The data set contains 2802 earnings announcements made between 1993 and

1996 by 336 firms that are traded at the NYSE or AMEX. The analysis provides some

evidence on the impact of the information environment on the market liquidity drop

before earnings announcements by showing that the occurrence of management

earnings forecasts affects the change in depths. However, I do not find a robust

relationship between the information environment variables and the change in (the
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adverse selection component of) spreads. One explanation for this lack of results is

that market makers do not believe that the information environment affects the

probability of informed trading before earnings announcements and, therefore, do not

condition on these variables. Another explanation is that the drop in market liquidity

is too small to show cross-sectional differences.

1.5         Positioning of the essays within finance and financial accounting research

The essays can be positioned in both finance and financial accounting research.

Within finance, my research relates to market microstructure literature. This area of

research investigates trading systems and price formation processes on capital
markets. My thesis contributes to this literature in two ways. First, I investigate the

impact of information releases during trading and non-trading hours and show that

announcing news during a non-trading period improves market liquidity. Second, I
explore the in formation set that market makers use to infer the probability of informed

trading before earnings announcements.

Alternatively, my thesis can be viewed from a financial accounting
perspective, because it contributes to disclosure-related capital market research. This

research area uses capital markets to provide evidence on the relevance of supplying

information to investors. Overall, two sets of capital market variables are investigated,

namely (a) share prices and returns, and (b) bid-ask spreads and depths. An example
of the first category is the study by Healy, Hutton and Palepu (1999). They find that

firms that expand disclosure experience significant contemporaneous increases in

stock prices that are unrelated to current earnings performance. Other papers focus on

bid-ask spreads and depths because, as discussed in section 1.2, these variables  are

related to the information asymmetry on capital markets. While the reduction of

information asymmetry is an aim of disclosure, this research design provides direct

evidence on the impact of information supply on uncertainty on capital markets.

Welker (1995) documents, for example, a significant negative relation between

analysts' ratings of firms' disclosures and bid-ask spreads, while Coller and Yohn

(1997) provide evidence on the impact of management earnings forecasts on spreads

and depths. My thesis contributes to this area by investigating whether disclosure also

affects the change in bid-ask spreads and depths before earnings announcements and

by documenting that the timing of announcements impacts uncertainty on capital

markets.
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1.6      Outline of the thesis

Chapter 2 presents the investigation of the impact of intraday timing of earnings

announcements on market liquidity, while chapter 3 contains the essay on the impact

of the information environment on the drop in market liquidity before earnings

announcements. Chapter 4 summarizes the thesis and proposes some themes for

future research. Note that the essays in chapter 2 and 3 are self-contained. Therefore,

it is unavoidable that some overlap exists between the chapters ofthis thesis.
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CHAPTER 2

THE IMPACT OF INTRADAY TIMING OF EARNINGS ANNOUNCEMENTS ON

MARKET LIQUIDITY

2.1 Introduction
Market liquidity drops around earnings announcements. Lee, Mucklow and Ready

(1993) (hereafter LMR) present evidence that bid-ask spreads are higher and depths

are lower during trading hours around earnings announcements than during non-

announcement periods. Investors dislike this drop, because market liquidity is one of

the most important characteristics that investors look for in an organized financial

market. Market liquidity relates to the ability to buy or sell significant quantities of a

security quickly, anonymously, and with relatively little price impact. Low market

liquidity impacts the demand for shares and the share price negatively. This reduced

share price relates to a higher cost of equity capital. Even though the period around

earnings announcements is a short interval, the impact of the market liquidity drop

may be severe, because this period is known for its high trading volume (Morse 1981,

Bamber  1986).  It  is of great importance for management of listed firms to understand

the relevance ofthe market liquidity drop and to be aware of actions that might reduce

this decline.

This essay investigates the intraday timing of earnings announcements as a

way of mitigating the drop in market liquidity around earnings announcements.

Several analytical papers show that market liquidity drops before and after earnings

announcements because market makers are concerned about an increase in the

probability of informed trading (Kim and Verrecchia 1991, 1994, Livne 2000 and

McNichols and Trueman 1994). There are several reasons to expect that the intraday

timing of earnings announcements influences this probability of informed trading and,

therefore, the change in the bid-ask spread and depth. The probability of informed

trading increases before earnings announcements during trading hours ('daytime'

announcements) because investors are more motivated to search for private

information and because the public announcement may reach investors earlier than

market makers. This second threat, however, does not exist for announcements during

non-trading hours ('overnight' announcements). In addition, Livne (2001) shows

analytically that investors with private information trade less agressively before
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overnight than daytime announcements. This suggests that the increase in the

probability of informed trading is smaller before overnight releases.

The intraday timing may also influence the probability of informed trading

after earnings announcements. When the earnings are released overnight, investors do

not need to react immediately on the news and can research the data before making a

trading decision. In addition, when the information is revealed in pieces before

opening of the market, investors can also use this additional information in their

decision process. On the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) and American Stock

Exchange (AMEX) investors can submit orders before opening of the market.  When

the submitted orders reflect the earnings news, the opening price will capture the

released information and the probability is smaller that market makers will loose

money to investors with private information after opening of the market. Even when

the order flow does not reflect the earnings news, market makers can still set the
opening price conditional on the release when they check news wires before the

opening of the market. Based on these arguments I hypothesize that the percentage

deviation of the spread from the median spread during the non-announcement period

is  larger and the  percentage  deviation of the depth  is smaller before and after daytime

announcements relative to overnight announcements.

The sample consists     of 1000 daytime     and 1802 overnight earnings

announcements declared between 1993 and 1996 by 336 firms traded at the NYSE or

AMEX. Relative to overnight releases, the results show that daytime releases relate,

on average, to significantly larger percentage deviations of the quoted and effective

spread from the median during the non-announcement period and lower percentage

deviations of the depth after earnings announcements. This suggests that intraday

timing is possibly a way to mitigate the drop in market liquidity after earnings

announcements. Sensitivity tests reveal that these findings are robust to firm-specific

factors and cross-listings, and that there is no difference in the information content of

daytime and overnight announcements in the sample. In fact, I find no evidence of a

drop in market liquidity after overnight earnings announcements at all. LMR state that

a valid conjecture about a decrease in market liquidity can only be made when spreads

increase and depths do not rise or when depths decrease and spreads do not decline,

simultaneously. However, after overnight earnings announcements the quoted spread

and depth are both significantly larger than during the non-announcement period.

Thus, one dimension of market liquidity (quoted spread) signals a decrease in
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liquidity, while the other dimension (depth) shows an increase in market liquidity. In
addition, the effective spread is significantly smaller after overnight announcements

than during the non-announcement period. Finally, the analysis provides some

evidence that intraday timing affects effective spreads before earnings

announcements. However, sensitivity tests reveal that this result may be driven by

firm-specific factors.

The essay shows that the call auction at the opening of the market and/or the

opportunity for the market maker to interpret the earnings news before trading starts,

reduce the probability of informed trading and improve market liquidity after earnings
announcements. In this way the essay shows a benefit of announcing earnings news

outside trading hours. However, firms that are cross-listed on a non-US exchange

should be aware that the drop in market liquidity may occur on the other exchange

when that exchange is open at the announcement. Additionally, the decision to

announce earnings during trading or non-trading hours depends on more factors than

just the impact on market liquidity.
The  remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In section  2.2,  I discuss

the relevant literature and develop the hypotheses. Section 2.3 discusses the research

design, while section 2.4 presents the empirical results. Section 2.5 concludes.

2.2 Literature overview and hypothesis development

2.2.1     Bid-ask spread and depth
To maintain liquidity, many organized exchanges use market makers, individuals who

stand ready to buy or sell whenever investors wish to sell or buy. In return for
providing liquidity, market makers are granted monopoly rights by the exchange to

post different prices for purchases and sales: They buy at the bid price and sell at a

higher ask price. As figure 2.1 shows, the quoted bid-ask spread is the difference

between the quoted bid and ask price. It is possible that traders negotiate with the

market maker about the bid or ask price. Therefore, market makers sometimes buy at

a price that is higher than the quoted bid price or sell at a price that is lower than the

quoted ask price. The effective bid-ask spread takes this possibility into account and is

calculated as two times the absolute value of the difference between the quote

midpoint (average of the bid and ask price) and the bid or ask price for a purchase or

sale, respectively.
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Figure 2.1 Bid-ask spreads

Price

QA

IA 7      Effective spread
F*2  for a sale

Quoted  K QM -H
spread  -*2 E(pctive spread

IB -3 for a purchase

QB

Time

This figure demonstrates the quoted and effective bid-ask spread. QA represents the quoted ask price,

IA the inside ask price, QM the quote midpoint, IB the inside bid price and QB the quoted bid price.

Extant market microstructure literature shows that the quoted bid-ask spread

consists of three components: order processing costs, inventory holding costs, and

adverse selection costs. The order processing cost component represents a fee charged

by market makers for standing ready to match  buy  and sell orders (Tinic  1972).  The

inventory holding cost component compensates dealers for managing the inventory

(Stoll 1978, Ho and Stoll 1981). Finally, the adverse selection component represents a

reward to market makers for taking on the risk of dealing with traders who may

possess superior information (Copeland and Galai 1983, Glosten and Milgrom 1985).

When, for example, an investor knows before an earnings announcement that the

earnings are far lower than expected, (s)he will sell shares to the market maker. After

the information arrival the bid and ask price drop. As figure 2.2 indicates, the market

maker bought the shares at a high bid price (QBo) and has to sell the shares at a low

ask price (QAi). Therefore, the market maker earns only part of the bid-ask spread.

Similarly, when an investor knows before the announcement that the earnings are

higher than expected  (s)he will buy shares. After the information arrival the bid and

ask price go up and the market maker misses the return on the shares because (s)he

already sold the shares. In other words, when investors possess private information,

market makers are missing part of the spread or part of the return because they have
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the obligation to trade. To compensate themselves for these missed revenues, market

makers increase the bid-ask spread. As a result, market makers earn more when they

trade with traders without private information. These additional revenues compensate
them for the missed spreads and missed returns while trading with informed investors.

The higher the probability of informed trading is, the higher the adverse selection

component and, thus, the bid-ask spread.

Figure 2.2 Adverse selection component

Price

QAo -
QA1 _

QMo -
QMt

QBO QB, Jus

Time
This figure illustrates the unrealized spread due to informed trading. QA represents the quoted ask

price, QM the quote midpoint, QB the quoted bid price and US the unrealized spread due to informed

trading.

LMR state that the bid-ask spread is only one dimension of market liquidity.
The other dimension is the depth: the number of shares market makers are willing to
trade at the quoted bid and ask prices, respectively. Market makers may declare the

depth strategically to protect against informed trading. When a market maker quotes a

large depth, an informed investor can trade many shares at one time against the quoted
bid or ask price. However, when the market maker declares a small depth, the

informed investor can only trade small portions at a time. After each trade, the market

maker has the opportunity to change the bid and ask prices. Therefore, the market

maker may lose less money before discovering the implications of new information
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for the fundamental share price. Thus, when the probability of informed trading

increases, the spread is expected to increase and the depth is expected to decrease.

2.2.2     Increased probability of informed trading around earnings announcements

Days around earnings announcements form a period in which market makers may

experience an increased probability of informed trading. LMR mention three reasons

why the information asymmetry between market makers and informed investors may

increase just before an earnings release, namely: (a) a higher probability of leakage of

value relevant information when earnings are known to the company, (b) the

possibility that the officially filed information reaches investors earlier than market

makers, and (c) the expectation of imminent earnings news may stimulate some

traders to search for information immediately prior to the announcement. Kim and

Verrecchia (1991, 1994) and McNichols and Trueman (1994) provide analytical

evidence on this issue. LMR show that market makers indeed increase spreads and

decrease depths before daytime earnings announcements. Additionally, Krinsky and

Lee (1996) (hereafter KL) present evidence that the adverse selection component of

the spread is significantly higher before daytime earnings announcements than during

the non-announcement period. This suggests that market makers are facing an

increased probability of informed trading.

Market makers may also face an increased probability of informed trading

after earnings announcements. Kim and Verrecchia (1994) and Livne (2000) model

this situation. Their basic idea is that some investors gather private information

through their superior capacities to interpret earnings news. Another argument is that

earnings news is revealed in pieces and informed trading takes place when this

information reaches investors earlier than market makers. For example, the earnings

number may hit the news wire first, followed by the income statement and balance

sheet, while detailed information is revealed later during the day. LMR and KL

present empirical evidence on this issue and show that the spread and adverse

selection component are higher during trading hours after daytime earnings

announcements than during the non-announcement period.
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2.2.3    Impact of the intraday  timing of earnings announcements on the increased

probability of informed trading

The probability of informed trading increases before daytime earnings announcements

because investors are more motivated to search for private information and because

the public announcement may reach investors earlier than market makers. This last

argument does not hold, however, for overnight announcements. In addition, Livne

(2001) models the intraday timing of earnings announcements. He shows that

investors with private information trade less agressively before overnight than

daytime announcements. His argument is that intraday timing determines whether the

(post-announcement) unwinding of short-term investors' prior positions takes place

before, or at the same time as, long-term investors trade on their supposed superior

assessment of firm value. Unwinding at the same time is less advantageous to short

term traders, because market makers will interpret their orders as informed trading

and adjust the share price quickly. This diminishes short term traders' profits. Overall,

these arguments suggest that the probability of informed trading increases less before

overnight releases. Therefore, I propose the following hypothesis: The percentage

deviation  of the spread from the  median spread during the non-announcement period

is  larger  and  the  percentage  deviation  of the  depth from  the  median  depth  during  the

non-announcement period is smaller before daytime earnings announcements than

before overnight announcements.

The intraday timing of earnings releases  may also influence the probability  of

informed trading after earnings announcements. When earnings news is announced
during trading hours investors may feel compelled to act quickly on the information

they have instead of researching and analyzing the data. When the news is revealed  in

pieces, investors will continue to react on new information and market makers

experience a continuous threat of trading with investor with private information.

However, when the earnings are released overnight, investors do not need to react

immediately on the news and can research the data before making a trading decision.

In addition, when the information is revealed in pieces before opening of the market,

investors can also use this additional information in their decision process. On the

NYSE and AMEX investors can submit buy and sell orders before opening of the
market. At the open, market makers examine this supply and demand for shares and

may offset any or all of the imbalance by trading on their own account. In other

words, market makers know the order flow at the opening of the market and can set
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the opening price conditional on this information. When the submitted orders reflect

the earnings news, the opening price will capture the released information and the

probability is smaller that market makers will loose money to investors with private

information after opening ofthe market. Even when the order flow does not reflect the

earnings news, market makers can still set the opening price conditional on the release

when they check news wires before the opening of the market. Two empirical papers

investigate whether earnings news is captured in the opening price. Unfortunately,

these papers present conflicting evidence. Francis, Pagach and Stephan (1992)

(hereafter FPS) find no evidence that the opening price reflects overnight

announcement information. However, Greene and Watts (1996) show that the opening

trade on the NYSE impounds most of the price response. Therefore, it remains an

empirical question whether the intraday timing of earnings announcements affects the

probability of informed trading and the bid-ask spread and depth after these releases.

The second hypothesis runs:  The  percentage  deviation  of the  spread from  the median

spread during the non-announcement period is larger and the percentage deviation of

the depthfrom the median depth during the non-announcement period is smaller after

daytime earnings announcements than after overnight announcements.

2.3 Research design

2.3.1    Earnings announcement times

The data set consists of firms with a disclosure quality rating in 'An Annual Review

of Corporate Reporting Practices' prepared by the Corporate Information Committee

of the Association for Investment Management and Research (AIMR) for 1993/94,

1994/95 and 1995/96. While not a direct requirement for this study, this selection

criterion should have no impact on the findings.' In fact, it may be more difficult to

detect the items of interest with such firms. AIMR rated firms tend to be larger and to

have higher stock prices (Welker 1995). In the literature, firm size is often used as a

proxy for information availability in the market. When more information is available

about firms before earnings announcements, the price reaction and probability of
informed trading at announcements are expected to be smaller. Therefore, the drop in

market liquidity may be smaller and it might be more difficult to detect any

1 The data set was developed for use in another project, which explains the focus on AIMR firms.
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differences between the market liquidity reaction to overnight and daytime

announcements.

The Dow Jones Interactive database is used to determine the date and time of

the earnings announcements. For firms with an AIMR rating in the 1993/94 volume, I
look for quarterly earnings announcements between  July  1,1993  and  June  30,1994.

The other two years' reports are matched with earnings announcements in a similar

way. I take the time stamp of the first publication of the quarterly earnings

announcement by Business Wire, Dow Jones News Service, Dow Jones International

News or PR Newswire. Announcements on trading days between 9.30 AM and 4.00

PM EST are considered daytime announcements while all other announcements are

regarded as overnight announcements.

2.3.2     Calculation of market liquidity variables

The Trades and Quotes (TAQ) database is used to calculate the variables of interest,

namely the percentage deviations of the quoted spread, effective spread, depth and

volume before and after earnings announcements from the related medians during the

non-announcement period. Following LMR, I exclude all thinly traded stocks (on
average less than ten trades a day), and stocks with an average price below $5 or
above $100 during the month of January that is closest to the announcement.  I focus

on firms traded at the NYSE or AMEX, because the NASDAQ has a different trading

system. All quotes coded differently from opening or normal trading quotes are

deleted. Quotes that are set before 9.30 AM or after 4.00 PM and trades that occurred

before a bid and ask price were quoted, are also removed.

In accordance to LMR and KL, each trading day is divided into thirteen half-

hour trading intervals. For each half-hour interval, the time weighted quoted bid-ask

spread and depth, the average effective bid-ask spread, and the volume are calculated

for each firm, separately. In these computations, the effective spread is defined as two

times the absolute value of the difference between the trade price and the quote

midpoint (average of the bid and ask price).2 The depth equals the number of shares

the market maker is willing to buy plus the shares (s)he is willing to sell,

simultaneously.

2 Following Lee and Ready (1991), I delay quotes five seconds relative to transactions to reduce time
stamping errors in the data.
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Next, the periods before and after earnings announcements are defined. For

firms with a daytime announcement, the half-hour trading interval containing the

earnings announcement is determined according to the time stamp of the news wire.

The period before the earnings announcement consists of6.5 trading hours before this

half-hour interval. The period after the earnings release consists of the half-hour

trading interval containing the announcement plus the six trading hours thereafter. For

firms with an overnight announcement, the period before the earnings announcement

consists of 6.5 trading hours before the closing of the market (full trading day), while

the period after the announcement consists of 6.5 trading hours after the opening of

the  market. For earnings announcements between July  1,  1993  and June 30,  1994, the

non-announcement period consists of all trading days between these dates except two

trading days before, the day of and two trading days after earnings announcements as

well as days with management earnings forecasts or dividend announcements: For

announcements between July 1994 and June 1996, comparable periods apply.4

The percentage deviation of the quoted spread before an earnings

announcement from the median during the non-announcement period is calculated as

follows. First, I average the time weighted quoted spreads during the period before the

earnings announcement. Next, I divide the non-announcement period into similar

periods of 13 half-hour trading intervals.  Thus, when the period before the earnings

announcement ranges from  11.00 AM the day before the announcement to  11.00 AM

the day ofthe announcement, the non-announcement period is divided in periods from

11.00 AM day 1 to 11.00 AM day 2, 11.00 AM day 2 to 11.00 AM day 3 etcetera. For

each   period,   I   average   the time weighted quoted spreads during   the    13 hal f-hour

trading intervals during that period. This approach results for each announcement in

one average quoted spread before the announcement and approximately 220 average

quoted spreads during the non-announcement period. I determine for each
announcement separately the median of the approximately 220 average quoted

spreads during the non-announcement period. Finally, I divide the difference between

3 The Dow Jones Interactive database is used to investigate the Business Wire, Dow Jones News
Service, Dow Jones International News and PR Newswire for management earnings forecasts and
dividend announcements.
4 The accuracy ofthe time stamp is important. The relative precision of these time stamps is difficult to
gauge. LMR, who follow a similar approach, show that no significant increase in trading volume
occurs until the half-hour interval containing daytime announcements This finding strongly suggests
announcement times are accurate to within a half hour.
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the quoted spread before the announcement and the median quoted spread during the

non-announcement period  by the median quoted spread and multiply  it  with   100.  In

these calculations the median is used instead of the mean of the average quoted

spreads during the periods    of 13 half-hour trading intervals during    the    non-

announcement period because the distribution of these quoted spreads is skewed.  The

percentage deviations of the effective spread, depth and volume before and after

earnings announcements are calculated in a comparable way. However, to compute

the percentage deviations  of the volume  I  sum the volume during  the   13 hal f-hour

trading intervals instead of taking the average.

The final sample consists   of 1000 daytime    and 1802 overnight earnings

announcements made by 336 firms. Table 2.1 summarizes the sample selection

process.

Table 2.1 Sample selection
Quantitative disclosure quality rating AIMR in 1993/94, 1994/95, 1995/96 854

Expected announcements per firm per year x  4

Expected announcements 3416

Date or time of earnings announcement not available (54)

No listing at NYSE or AMEX (320)

Thinly traded or extremely priced stocks (168)

Data for calculations not available from TAQ for specific announcement (72)

Earnings announcements 2802

Daytime announcements 1000

Overnight announcements 1802

2.4 Results

2.4.1    After earnings announcements
Table 2.2 shows the cross-sectional medians of percentage deviations of the quoted

spread, effective spread, depth and volume during the 6.5 trading hours after daytime

and overnight earnings announcements from the medians during the non-
announcement period, separately. The first observation is that the percentage

deviations of the quoted spread, effective spread and volume are significantly larger

than zero after daytime earnings announcements. These findings are in line with the

evidence by LMR. The significance levels are based on the sign test because the
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distributions of the percentage deviations are skewed. After overnight earnings

announcements, the percentage deviations ofthe quoted spread, volume and the depth

are significantly larger than zero, while the percentage deviation of the effective

spread is smaller than zero. This observation is interesting because the effective

spread (depth) is not expected to be smaller (larger) after earnings announcements.

Thus, after overnight releases no conjecture can be made about a decline in market

liquidity, because one dimension of market liquidity (quoted spread) signals a
decreased liquidity, while the other dimension (depth) signals an increased market

liquidity.

Table 2.2 Percentage deviations of quoted spread, effective spread, depth and
volume after earnings announcements

Quoted spread El!ective spread Depth Volume

Daytime  (N= 1 000)

Expected sign                            +                           +                            -
Median 3.85 1.14 -2.46 61.00

Significance level 0.01 0.01 0.07 0.01

Overnight  (N= 1802)

Expected sign                         +                         +                         -
Median 3.04 -1.51 5.31 63.91

Significance level 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01

Daytime¢*Overnight

Expected sign                         +                         +                         -
Difference median 0.81 2.65 -7.77 -2.91

Significance level 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.14

This table reports the cross-sectional medians of the percentage deviations of the quoted spread,

effective spread, depth and volume during the period after the earnings announcement from the median

during the non-announcement period. The one-tailed significance levels for daytime and overnight
announcements are based on the sign test, while the one-tailed significance levels for the difference

between the median after daytime and overnight announcements are based on the Wilcoxon rank sum

test.

With regard to the hypothesis, the differences between medians of the

percentage deviations of the quoted spread, effective spread and depth after daytime

and overnight announcements are 0.81, 2.65 and -7.77, respectively, and all
significant at 0.01 one-tailed significance levels accordance to the Wilcoxon rank sum

test. This suggests that intraday timing of earnings announcements impacts market
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liquidity after these announcements. The higher spread and lower depth after daytime

earnings announcements affect the wealth of investors who trade after the
announcement. However, this effect is not that strong that it prevents investors from

trading, because the percentage deviation of the trading volume after overnight

announcements  is not significantly larger than the percentage deviation of the volume

after daytime announcements. In other words, despite the higher trading costs due to

the relatively high spreads and low depths, traders prefer to trade during the day after

daytime announcements instead of postponing their trades.

2.4.2    Before earnings announcements
Table 2.3 shows results for the period before earnings announcements.

Table 2.3 Percentage deviations of quoted spread, effective spread, depth and
volume before earnings announcements

Quoted spread Effective spread Depth Volume

Daytime  (N= 1000)

Expected sign                          +                         +
Median 0.90 0.47 -2.08 -0.30

Significance level 0.02 0.10 0.09 0.47

Overnight  (N= 1802)

Expected sign                          +                         +                          -
Median 0.67 0.28 -3.37 1.79

Significance level 0.01 0.23 0.01 0.17

Daytime** Overnight

Expected sign                          +                         +                          -
Difference median 0.23 0.19 1.29 -2.09

Significance level 0.40 0.10 0.42 0.11

This table reports the cross-sectional medians of the percentage deviations of the quoted spread,

effective spread, depth and volume during the period before the earnings announcement from the

median during the non-announcement period. The one-tailed significance levels for daytime and
overnight announcements are based on the sign test, while the one-tailed significance levels for the
difference between the median before daytime and overnight announcements are based on the
Wilcoxon rank sum test.

The quoted and effective spread are higher and the depth is lower before

daytime announcements compared to the non-announcement period. Before overnight
announcements the quoted spread is higher and the depth is smaller. This indicates a
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drop in market liquidity before earnings announcements. With respect to the impact of
intraday timing on this drop in market liquidity the table shows one-tailed significance

levels of the difference in the median of 0.40, 0.10 and 0.42 for the percentage

deviations of the quoted spread, effective spread and depth, respectively. Thus, the

analysis presents only evidence of the impact of intraday timing of earnings

announcements on the effective spread.

A possible explanation for the lack of significant findings for the quoted

spread and depth is that the period before the earnings announcement is too long. If,

for instance, the market maker knows that an announcement will take place on

Wednesday the threat of informed trading is higher on Wednesday than on Tuesday.

However, I analyze 6.5 trading hours before the announcement. When the

announcement takes place  at  11.10  AM this period consists  of 1.5 trading hours  on

Wednesday and 5 trading hours on Tuesday. Therefore, focusing on a shorter period

before the announcement may improve the power ofthe tests.

Unfortunately, the investigation of a shorter period before the earnings

announcement is problematic for two reasons. First, when I focus on a shorter interval

the effect of possible mismeasurement of the time of earnings announcements

becomes stronger.   When for instance an earnings announcement took place   31

minutes before the time stamp of the news wire and the spread increased strongly

after the announcement, this mismeasurement has a stronger effect on the average

spread during one trading hour before the announcement than on the average spread

during 6.5 trading hours before the announcement.

The second reason  is the impact of the intraday pattern of spreads and depths.

LMR show that during trading days without earnings announcements the quoted and

effective spread have a U-shape pattern with relatively high spreads during the half

hour after opening and the half hour before closing of the market. The depth shows an

opposite pattern. When I focus on one trading hour before earnings announcements,

for overnight announcements this trading hour is always the last trading hour before

closing of the market. Spreads during this hour during the non-announcement period

are relatively high while depths are relatively low. For daytime announcements the

trading hour before the announcement depends on the time of the announcement and

also occurs during periods with relatively low spreads and high depths. Therefore, the

spread and depth during the non-announcement period differ for daytime and

overnight announcements due to the intraday pattern when I focus on one trading hour
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before announcements. This effect makes it impossible to compare the percentage

deviations of the spread and depth during a short interval before daytime and

overnight earnings announcements.

Table 2.4 Percentage deviations of quoted spread, effective spread, depth and
volume before earnings announcements for firms with /ow turnover

Quotedspread E1Iective spread Depth Volume

Daytime (N=567)

Expected sign                         +                        +                         -
Median 0.82 0.98 -2.23 2.53

Significance level 0.16 0.05 0.09 0.29

Overnight (N=831)

Expected sign                         +                        +                         -
Median 1.44 0.90 -5.16 2.15

Significance level 0.01 0.08 0.03 0.27

Daytime** Overnight

Expected sign                         +                        +                         -
Difference median -0.62 0.08 2.93 0.38

Significance level 0.16 0.11 0.33 0.17

This table reports the cross-sectional medians of the percentage deviations of the quoted spread,

effective spread, depth and volume during the period before the earnings announcement from the

median during the non-announcement period. The one-tailed significance levels for daytime and
overnight announcements are based on the sign test, while the one-tailed significance levels for the

difference between the median before daytime and overnight announcements are based on the
Wilcoxon rank sum test.

Another possible explanation for the lack of significant findings for the quoted
spread and depth is the sample selection. One of the selection criteria is the
availability of a disclosure quality rating ofthe AIMR. As stated before, this criterion
may bias the sample against finding results during the period before earnings

announcements, because AIMR rated firms tend to be larger. To provide some

evidence on the impact of firm size I redo the analysis for announcements of firms

with an average daily turnover on the NYSE/AMEX during the month of January, that
is  closest to the announcement, that is smaller than the median daily turnover of the

full sample during that period. Table 2.4 presents the results for this sample consisting
of 567 daytime and 831 overnight announcements. Also in this sample differences
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between the deviations of the quoted spread and depth before daytime and overnight
announcements are not significant at conventional levels.

2.4.3   Sensitivity tests
Prior analysis reveals strong evidence that intraday timing affects market liquidity

after earnings announcements and some evidence that intraday timing impacts market

liquidity before announcements. In this section I investigate whether these findings

are driven by firm-specific factors, cross-listings or differences in the information

content of the announcements.

Firm-specific factors
In the previous analysis I did not control for firm-specific issues. However, firms that

consequently announce their earnings overnight are only included in the sample with

overnight announcements, while firms that always release their earnings during

trading hours are only present in the other sample. Therefore, it is possible that some

firm-specific factors are driving the difference between market liquidity around

daytime and overnight announcements. To ensure that the results are not due to firm-

specific factors I redo the analysis for a matched sample of earnings announcements.

This is possible because for each firm several earnings announcements are included in

the sample. The announcements are matched as follows. For each firm I determine the

number of daytime and overnight announcements. When there are less daytime than

overnight announcements, the daytime releases are matched with overnight
announcements that are randomly drawn from the available overnight releases for that

firm. When there are less overnight announcements, these announcements are

matched with randomly picked daytime announcements. The final sample consists of

407 daytime and 407 overnight earnings announcements made by 184 firms. Table

2.5 shows the results for this matched sample with regard to the period before

earnings announcements. The median percentage deviation of the effective spread

before daytime announcements declines from 0.47 to 0.01, while the median

percentage deviation before overnight announcements drops from 0.28 to -0.23. The
one-tailed significance level of the difference in the median percentage deviation of

the effective spread before daytime and overnight announcements drops from 0.10 to
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0.28. This may indicate that the previous finding that intraday timing of
announcements affects effective spreads is driven by firm-specific factors.

Table 2.5 Percentage deviations of quoted spread, effective spread, depth and
volume before earnings announcements for matched sample

Quoted spread Effective spread Depth Volume

Daytime (N=407)

Expected sign                           +                         +                         -
Median 0.90 0.01 -2.23 0.73

Significance level 0.21 0.40 0.16 0.40

Overnight (N=407)

Expected sign                           +                         +                         -
Median 1.16 -0.23 -4.19 -3.86

Significance level 0.08 0.42 0.06 0.08

Daytime¢* Overnight

Expected sign                           +                         +                         -
Difference median -0.26 0.24 1.96 4.59

Significance level 0.24 0.28 0.34 0.21

This table reports the cross-sectional medians of the percentage deviations of the quoted spread,

effective spread, depth and volume during the period before the earnings announcement from the

median during the non-announcement period. The one-tailed significance levels for daytime and

overnight announcements are based on the sign test, while the one-tailed significance levels for the

difference between the median before daytime and overnight announcements are based on the

Wilcoxon rank sum test.

Firm-specijic factors  and cross-listings

In addition to the impact of firm-specific factors, cross-listings may affect the results

for the period after earnings announcements. When shares are traded on another

exchange during or after the earnings announcement, US market makers may

condition the opening price not only on the order flow and earnings news, but also on

the share price on the other exchange. This additional information item may impact

the probability of informed trading and may drive the difference between market

liquidity after daytime and overnight announcements. However, in that case, the
reduction in the market liquidity drop after earnings announcements on the

NYSE/AMEX takes place when a market liquidity drop may occur on another

exchange. Thus, intraday timing may not reduce the market liquidity drop after
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earnings announcements, but may just shift the decline in liquidity to another

exchange.

Table 2.6 Percentage deviations of quoted spread, effective spread, depth and
volume after earnings announcements for matched sample of firms without cross-

listings at London Stock Exchange or Tokyo Stock Exchange

Quoted spread Effectke spread Depth Voiume

Daytime (N=297)

Expected sign                           +                         +                         -
Median 4.09 1.08 -3.59 74.27

Significance level 0.01 0.18 0.32 0.01

Overnight (N=297)

Expected sign                           +                         +                         -
Median 2.91 -0.07 5.06 49.66

Significance level 0.01 0.48 0.10 0.01

Daytime¢* Overnight

Expected sign                           +                         +                         -
Difference median 1.18 1.15 -8.65 24.61

Significance level 0.07 0.08 0.01 0.03

This table reports the cross-sectional medians of the percentage deviations of the quoted spread,

effective spread, depth and volume during the period after the earnings announcement from the median

during the non-announcement period. The one-tailed significance levels for daytime and overnight

announcements are based on the sign test, while the one-tailed significance levels for the difference

between the median after daytime and overnight announcements are based on the Wilcoxon rank sum

test.

To test for this conjecture and the impact of firm-specific factors I redo the

analysis for the period after earnings announcements for the matched sample after

excluding firms with cross-listings at the London Stock Exchange or Tokyo Stock

Exchange during  1993 to 1996: Table 2.6 reveals that differences  in the percentage

deviations in the quoted spread, effective spread and depth after daytime and

overnight announcements are still significant at 0.07,0.08 and 0.01 one-tailed levels.

5 ACCording to Roberts, Weetman and Gordon (1998) these two exchanges were the major non-US
stock exchanges during 1996. Listing at the London Stock Exchange is based on Timbrell and Tweedie
(1994,1995 and 1996), while listing at the Tokyo Stock Exchange is determined with an overview on
listing and delisting of foreign companies  from  1973  up to 1996 provided by the Tokyo Stock
Exchange.
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This indicates that the findings for the period after earnings announcements are robust

to cross-listings and firm-specific factors.

Dijferences in information content announcements

A last concern is the possible difference in the information content of daytime and

overnight announcements. Firms probably do not announce earnings news randomly
during trading or non-trading hours, but may condition the intraday timing of the

announcement on the earnings news. In other words, results may be affected by a self-

selection bias. Patell and Wolfson (1982) (hereafter PW) and FPS show that overnight

releases contain more bad news. Additionally, overnight announcements may contain

bigger surprises than daytime disclosures, because the American Stock Exchange

explicitly sanctions after-trading-hour disclosures of big news events to provide a

longer period of information dissemination (FPS). These findings suggest that

differences in the information content result in higher spreads and lower depths

around overnight announcements compared to daytime announcements because

overnight announcements reveal more surprising news. My aim is to show an opposite

relationship and therefore differences in the information content of announcements

are biasing against finding results when the findings of PW and FPS hold for my

sample. Nevertheless, to rule out the possibility that these findings do not hold for my

sample and differences in the content of announcements are biasing in favor of
finding results, I investigate differences between overnight and daytime releases in the

sign and magnitude ofthe (absolute) price reaction. I focus on the price reaction rather

than the forecast error, because the price reaction captures both the effect of earnings

surprises  and the revelation of other surprising information.

For overnight announcements, the price reaction equals the quote midpoint at

the closing of the market after the release minus the quote midpoint at the closing of

the market before the release divided by this last quote midpoint. For daytime

announcements, I calculate the relative change between the quote midpoint at the

beginning of the hal f-hour containing the announcement and the quote midpoint at the

same time one trading day later.

Table 2.7 shows the mean and median price change, mean and median

absolute price change and the percentage of positive price reactions. There are no

significant differences between the price changes around daytime and overnight

announcements. Thus, the results of PW and FPS do not hold for this sample, but
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there is also no evidence that differences in the content of daytime and overnight

earnings announcements are biasing in favor of finding results:

Table 2.7 Price changes at daytime and overnight announcements for matched

sample of firms without cross-listings at London Stock Exchange or Tokyo Stock

Exchange

Daytime Overnight Difference Significance

(N=297) (N=297) level

Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median

Price change 0.37 0.00 0.10 0.14 0.27 -0.14 0.65

Absolute price change 1.99 1.27 2.00 1.43 -0.01 -0.16 0.74

Price changes > 0 (%) 49.8% 50.5% -0.7% 0.87

The (absolute) price change is defined as the (absolute value of the) percentage price change between

the quote midpoint before the earnings announcement and the quote midpoint one trading day later.

'Price changes > 0 (%)' is defined as the percentage of positive price changes between the quote

midpoint before the earnings announcement and the quote midpoint one trading day later. The two-

tailed significance level is based on the Wilcoxon rank sum test.

2.5      Summary and conclusions

This essay investigates whether management can mitigate the increase in bid-ask

spreads and decrease in depths around earnings announcements by using their

discretion to announce the earnings news during non-trading instead of trading hours.

The results show that daytime releases relate, on average, to significantly larger

percentage deviations of the quoted and effective spread and smaller percentage

deviation of the depth after earnings announcements than overnight releases.

Sensitivity tests reveal that these findings are robust to firm-specific factors and cross-

listings, and that there are no differences in the information content of daytime and

overnight releases in this sample. In addition, the analysis presents some evidence that

intraday timing of earnings announcements affects effective spreads before earnings

announcements. However, sensitivity tests reveal that this result may be driven by

firm-specific factors.

The findings suggest that from a market liquidity perspective it is beneficial to

announce earnings news during non-trading instead of trading hours. However, cross-

6 The same results occur when the price change is calculated from one day before the announcement to
one day thereafter.
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listings may erode the advantage of announcing outside US-trading hours because the

drop in market liquidity may occur on other exchanges. Additionally, the decision to
announce earnings news during trading or non-trading hours depends on more factors
than just the impact on market liquidity. Future research may address other costs and

benefits of intraday timing of earnings announcements to provide a more complete
picture of factors that affect this important decision. Additionally, future research may

focus on the impact of intraday timing of announcements on market liquidity on stock
markets with a different trading system. Greene and Watts (1996), for example,

present evidence on differences in price discovery on the NYSE and NASDAQ.
Therefore, different trading systems may affect the influence of intraday timing of
earnings announcements on market liquidity. Another interesting avenue for research

is the investigation of the impact of intraday timing of other announcements, like

mergers or replacements of management, on market liquidity after those events. While
the price impact of these announcements is likely larger, on average, than the impact

of earnings announcements, a larger difference may exist between market liquidity
after daytime and overnight announcements.
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CHAPTER 3

THE IMPACT OF THE INFORMATION ENVIRONMENT ON THE DROP IN

MARKET LIQUIDITY BEFORE EARNINGS ANNOUNCEMENTS

3.1 Introduction

Lee, Mucklow and Ready (1993) and Krinsky and Lee (1995) (hereafter LMR and

KL, respectively) present empirical evidence that the (adverse selection component of

the) bid-ask spread is higher and the depth is lower before earnings announcements

than during a non-announcement period. Several analytical papers argue that this drop

in market liquidity occurs because market makers face a higher probability of
informed trading before earnings announcements (Verrecchia 1991, 1994 and
McNichols and Trueman 1994). So far, no evidence exists whether market makers

adjust spreads and depths for all firms to the same extent or condition the market

liquidity drop on firm-specific factors.

This essay investigates the conjecture that this drop in market liquidity relates

to the richness of the information environment. A rich information environment

means that more information is publicly available and captured in the share price.

Therefore, a smaller price reaction is expected at the earnings announcement and this

reduces investor's incentives to search for private information. In addition, even when
investors search for and find private information, the loss to the market maker might

be smaller, because the expected price reaction to the new information is smaller. I

use three proxies for the information environment, namely disclosure quality, the

occurrence of management earnings forecasts and the number of analysts forecasting

the earnings news.

The data set contains 2802 earnings announcements made between 1993 and

1996 by 336 firms that are traded at the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) or

American Stock Exchange (AMEX). The analysis provides some evidence on the

impact of the information environment on the market liquidity drop before earnings

announcements by showing that the occurrence of management earnings forecasts

affects the change in depths. However, I do not find a robust relationship between the

information environment variables and the change in (the adverse selection

component of) spreads. One explanation for this lack of results is that market makers

do not believe that the information environment affects the probability of informed
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trading before earnings announcements and, therefore, do not condition on these

variables. Another explanation is that the drop in market liquidity is too small to show

cross-sectional differences.

The aim of this essay is to provide evidence on the influence of the

information environment on the change in market liquidity before earnings

announcements. Such a relationship would indicate that the information environment

also affects the change in market liquidity when the probability of informed trading

increases. This additional evidence on the impact of the information environment on

market liquidity would stress the importance of creating a rich information

environment by providing information to investors. However, the essay does not

reveal strong evidence on this relationship. The small drop in market liquidity even
casts doubt on the conjecture that market liquidity drops before earnings

announcements because market makers anticipate informed trading. When market

makers drop market liquidity in anticipation of announcements a drop in market

liquidity for all firms would be expected. Given the small size of the drop, it is

questionable whether that occurs. In fact, prior evidence that, in aggregate, spreads

increase and depths decrease before earnings announcements does not imply that

market makers anticipate informed trading. Another explanation for this effect is that

market makers react to information arrival and more information enters the market the

day before earnings announcements than on average during the non-announcement

period. Future research may investigate whether the drop in market liquidity occurs

because market makers react to increased information arrival or because they really

anticipate earnings announcements.

The remainder ofthis chapter is organized as follows. In section 3.2, I discuss

the relevant literature and develop the hypotheses, while section 3.3 discusses   the

sample selection and variable definitions. Section 3.4 presents and section 3.5

discusses the empirical results. Section 3.6 concludes.

3.2 Literature overview and hypothesis development

3.2.1     Bid-ask spread, adverse selection component and depth
To maintain liquidity, many organized exchanges use market makers, individuals who

stand ready to buy or sell whenever investors wish to sell or buy. In return for

providing liquidity, market makers are granted monopoly rights by the exchange to

post different prices for purchases and sales: They buy at the bid price and sell at a
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higher ask price. As figure 3.1 shows, the quoted bid-ask spread   is the difference

between the quoted bid and ask price. It is possible that traders negotiate with the

market maker about the bid or ask price. Therefore, market makers sometimes buy at

a price that is higher than the quoted bid price and sell at a price that is lower than the

quoted ask price. The effective bid-ask spread takes this possibility into account and is

calculated as two times the absolute value of the difference between the quote

midpoint (average of the  bid and ask price) and the  bid or ask price  for a purchase or

sale, respectively.

Figure 3.1 Bid-ask spreads
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This figure demonstrates the quoted and effective bid-ask spread. QA represents the quoted ask price,

IA the inside ask price, QM the quote midpoint, IB the inside bid price and QB the quoted bid price.

Extant market microstructure literature shows that the bid-ask spread consists

of three components: order processing costs, inventory holding costs, and adverse

selection costs. The order processing cost component represents a fee charged by

market makers for standing ready to match buy and sell orders (Tinic 1972). The
inventory holding cost component compensates dealers for managing the inventory

(Stoll 1978, Ho and Stoll 1981). Finally, the adverse selection component represents a

reward to market makers for taking on the risk of dealing with traders who may

possess superior information (Copeland and Galai 1983, Glosten and Milgrom 1985).

When, for example, an investor knows before an earnings announcement that the
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earnings are far lower than expected, (s)he will sell shares to the market maker. After

the information arrival the bid and ask price drop. As figure 3.2 indicates, the market

maker bought the shares at a high bid price (QBo) and has to sell the shares at a low

ask price (QAI). Therefore, the market maker earns only part of the bid-ask spread.

Similarly, when an investor knows before the announcement that the earnings are

higher than expected  (s)he will buy shares. After the information arrival the bid and

ask price go up and the market maker misses the return on the shares because (s)he

already sold the shares. In other words, when investors possess private information,

market makers are missing part of the spread or part of the return because they have

the obligation to trade. To compensate themselves for these missed revenues, market

makers increase the bid-ask spread. As a result, market makers earn more when they

trade with traders without private information. These additional revenues compensate

them for the missed spreads and missed returns while trading with informed investors.

The higher the probability of informed trading is, the higher the adverse selection

component and, thus, the bid-ask spread.

Figure 3.2 Adverse selection component
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This figure illustrates the unrealized spread due to informed trading. QA represents the quoted ask

price, QM the quote midpoint, QB the quoted bid price and US the unrealized spread due to informed

trading.
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LMR state that the bid-ask spread is only one dimension of market liquidity.

The other dimension is the depth: the number of shares market makers are willing to
trade at the quoted bid and ask prices, respectively. Market makers may declare the

depth strategically to protect themselves against informed trading. When a market

maker quotes a large depth, an informed investor can trade many shares at one time

against the quoted bid or ask price. However, when the market maker declares a small

depth, the informed investor can only trade small portions at a time. After each trade,

the market maker has the opportunity to change the bid and ask prices. Therefore, the

market maker may lose less money before discovering the implications of new

information for the fundamental share price. Thus, when the probability of informed

trading increases, the spread and adverse selection component are expected to

increase and the depth is expected to decrease.

3.2.2     Increased probability  of informed trading before earnings announcements

The days before an earnings announcement constitute a period in which market

makers may experience an increased probability of informed trading. LMR mention

three reasons why the information asymmetry between market makers and informed

investors may increase at this time, namely: (a) a higher probability of leakage of

value relevant information when earnings are known to the company, (b) the
possibility that the officially filed information reaches investors earlier than market

makers, and (c) the expectation of imminent earnings news may stimulate some

traders to search for information immediately prior to the announcement. Kim and

Verrecchia (1991, 1994) and McNichols and Trueman (1994) provide analytical
evidence on this issue. In addition, LMR show that market makers increase spreads

and decrease depths before daytime earnings announcements, while KL present

evidence that the adverse selection component of the spread is significantly higher

before daytime earnings announcements than during the non-announcement period.

3.2.3      The impact  Of the information  environment  on  the drop  in  market liquidity

Empirical research shows that market liquidity drops before earnings announcements.

So far, no evidence exists whether market makers adjust spreads and depths for all
firms to the same extent or whether they condition the market liquidity drop on firm-
specific factors. Given the suggestion by the analytical literature that this drop is

related to a higher probability of informed trading, a straightforward conjecture is that
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the drop in market liquidity relates to the information environment before the earnings

announcement. When more information is publicly available, more information will

be captured in the share price and the price reaction at the earnings announcement is

expected to be smaller. A smaller expected price reaction reduces investors'

incentives to search for private information. Additionally, even when investors search

for and find private information, the loss to the market maker might be smaller,

because the expected price reaction to the new information is smaller. Welker (1995)

and Coller and Yohn (1997) provide empirical evidence that the information

environment, proxied by disclosure quality and occurrence of management earnings

forecasts, respectively, affects bid-ask spreads during non-announcement periods.

These results indicate that a rich information environment relates to a lower

probability of informed trading during non-announcement periods. I conjecture that

the information environment also affects the change in market liquidity before

earnings announcements when the probability of informed trading increases.

I use three proxies for the information environment, namely disclosure quality,

occurrence of management earnings forecasts and the number of analysts forecasting

the earnings news. When the disclosure quality is high, management launched a

forecast of the upcoming earnings news or when many analysts reveal information

about the company, more information is available at the market before the earnings

announcement. Therefore, I propose the following hypotheses:

1.  The di#erence between the spread (depth) before the earnings announcement

and the median spread (depth) during the non-announcement period is

negatively (positively) related to disclosure quality, occurrence of
management earnings forecasts and the number of analysts forecasting the

earnings news;
2.   The abnormal adverse selection component before the earnings announcement

is negatively related to disclosure quality, occurrence of management

earnings forecasts and the  number  of analysts forecasting  the  earnings  news.

The abnormal adverse selection component before earnings announcements

and the differences between the spread and depth before the earnings announcement

and the corresponding medians during the non-announcement period are presumably

also affected by other factors. LMR„ for example, show an autoregressive pattern of
spreads and depths during the non-announcement period. In other words, the relative

size of the spread at a certain day relates to the relative size of the spread one day
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earlier. Market makers may also condition the change in the (adverse selection

component of the) spread and depth on the share price variance before earnings

announcements. An increase in share price variance may indicate the arrival of
information at the market and market makers likely react to information arrival by

increasing spreads and decreasing depths to protect themselves against additional

informed trading. Finally, trading volume may affect the change in the market

liquidity variables. However, it is not straightforward whether high or low volume

relates to high spreads and low depths. On the one hand, high trading volume may

indicate the arrival of information at the market and market makers presumably adjust
spreads and depths to protect themselves against informed trading. On the other hand,

high (low) trading volume may result from the presence (absence) of liquidity traders.

Liquidity traders are traders who buy or sell shares for other reasons than exploiting

private information. When more (less) liquidity trading occurs, the probability of

informed trading is lower (higher) and market makers may set lower (higher) spreads

and higher (lower) depths. Based on these arguments, I also include the relative size

of the market liquidity variables two days before the earnings announcement and the

deviations of the trading volume and share price variance as control variables  in the

analysis.

3.3 Research design
The data set contains 2802 earnings announcements declared between 1993 and 1996

by 336 firms with the following characteristics: (a) quantitative AIMR disclosure

quality rating, (b) listing on NYSE or AMEX, (c) stock market data available from the

TAQ database, and (d) no thinly traded or extremely priced.

Table 3.1 Sample selection

Quantitative disclosure quality rating AIMR 1993/94, 1994/95, 1995/96 854

Expected announcements per firm per year x 4

Expected announcements 3416

Date or time earnings announcement not available (54)

No listing at NYSE or AMEX (320)

Thinly traded or extremely priced stocks (168)

Data for calculations not available from TAQ for specific announcement (72)

Investigated announcements 2802
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Quarterly earnings announcements of these firms are included in the analysis

when the announcement was published by Business Wire, Dow Jones News Service,

Dow Jones International News or PR Newswire. In this section, I discuss the sample

selection in detail and define the variables of interest. Table 3.1 summarizes   the

sample selection process.

3.3.1    Earnings announcement times
The Dow Jones Interactive database is used to determine the date and time of earnings

announcements. For firms with a disclosure quality rating in the 1993/94 volume of

'An Annual Review of Corporate Reporting Practices' of the AIMR, I look for

quarterly earnings announcements between July  1,  1993  and June 30,1994. The other

two years' reports are matched with earnings announcements in a similar way. I take

the time stamp of the first publication of the quarterly earnings announcement by

Business Wire, Dow Jones News Service, Dow Jones International News or PR

Newswire.

3.3.2   Variable definitions

Quoted spread, ejfective spread and depth

The Trades and Quotes (TAQ) database is used to calculate the difference between the

quoted spread, effective spread and depth before the earnings announcement and the

related medians during the non-announcement period. Following LMR, I exclude all
thinly traded stocks (on average less than ten trades a day), and stocks with an average

price below $5 or above $100 during the month of January that is closest to the

announcement. I focus on firms traded at the NYSE or AMEX, because the NASDAQ

has a different trading system. All quotes coded differently from opening or normal

trading quotes are deleted. Quotes that are set before 9.30 AM or after 4.00 PM and

trades that occurred before a bid and ask price were quoted, are also removed.

In accordance to LMR and KL, each trading day is divided into thirteen half-

hour trading intervals. For each half-hour interval, the time weighted quoted bid-ask

spread and depth, and the average effective bid-ask spread are calculated for each

firm, separately. In these computations, the effective spread is defined as two times

the absolute value of the difference between the trade price and the quote midpoint
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(average of the bid and ask price).7 The depth equals the number of shares the market

maker is willing to buy plus the shares (s)he is willing to sell, simultaneously.

Next, the period before earnings announcements is defined. For firms with an

announcement during trading hours, the half-hour trading interval containing the

earnings announcement is determined according to the time stamp of the news wire.

The period before the earnings announcement consists of 6.5 trading hours before this

half-hour interval. For firms with an announcement during non-trading hours, the
period before the earnings announcement consists of 6.5 trading hours before the

closing of the market (full trading day).8 For earnings announcements between  July  1,

1993 and June 30, 1994, the non-announcement period consists of all trading days

between these dates except two trading days before, the day of and two trading days

after earnings announcements as well as days with management earnings forecasts or

dividend announcements.' For announcements between   July   1994   and   June   1996,

comparable non-announcement periods apply.

The non-announcement period is divided in periods of 6.5 trading hours

similar to the period before the earnings announcement. Thus, when the period before

the earnings announcement ranges from  11.00 AM the day before the announcement

to  11.00 AM the day of the announcement, the non-announcement period is divided in

periods from  11.00 AM day  1  to  11.00 AM day 2,  11.00 AM day 2 to  11.00 AM  day
3 etcetera. For each period, I average the time weighted quoted spreads during the 13

half-hour trading intervals during that period. This approach results for each
announcement in one average quoted spread before the announcement and

approximately 220 average quoted spreads during the non-announcement period. To

calculate the difference between the quoted spread before the earnings announcement

and the median spread during the non-announcement period, I determine for each

announcement separately the median of the approximately 220 average quoted

spreads during the non-announcement period. Finally, I substract the median spread

7 Following Lee and Ready (1991), I delay quotes five seconds relative to transactions to reduce time
stamping errors in the data.
8 The accuracy of the time stamp is important. The relative precision ofthese time stamps is difficult to
gauge. LMR, who follow a similar approach, show that no significant increase in trading volume
occurs until the half-hour interval containing daytime announcements. This finding strongly suggests
announcement times are accurate to within a half hour.
9 The Dow Jones Interactive database is used to investigate the Business Wire, Dow Jones News
Service, Dow Jones International News and PR Newswire for management earnings forecasts and
dividend announcements.
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during the non-announcement period from the quoted spread during the period before

the earnings announcement. In these calculations the median is used instead of the

mean  of the average quoted spreads during the non-announcement period because the

distribution of the spread is skewed. The changes in the effective spread and depth are

calculated in a comparable way. The changes in the quoted spread, effective spread

and depth two days before the earnings announcement are also computed with a

similar approach. In these computations the average spread and depth between  13 and

6.5 trading hours before the earnings announcement are used.

I use the difference between the market liquidity variables before the

announcement and the related medians during the non-announcement period rather

than the percentage deviations of the market liquidity variables before the

announcement from the related medians. For cross-sectional comparison, it would be

better to divide the difference between the quoted spread before the announcement

and the median spread during the non-announcement period by this median spread.

However, research by Welker (1995) and Coller and Yohn (1997) suggests that the

information environment affects spreads during the non-announcement period.

Therefore, I expect that firms with a richer information environment have a lower

median spread and higher median depth during the non-announcement period. When

deviations are used, the differences between the market liquidity variables before the

announcement and the related medians during the non-announcement period are

divided by lower spreads or higher depths for firms with a rich information

environment. This will affect the results, because it is more difficult (easier) to show a

small deviation of the spread (depth) when the median spread (depth) during the non-

announcement period is lower (higher). Thus, the use of deviations of the market

liquidity variables before the announcement from the related medians during the non-

announcement period would bias the results.

Adverse selection component

To calculate the abnormal adverse selection component before the earnings

announcement, I adjust the approach by Lin et al. (1995) (hereafter LSB). They show

that the adverse selection component as a fraction of the effective spread equals  X in

the following firm-specific regression:

AQt+1 = X Zt+ Et+1
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where AQ,+1 equals the log quote midpoint at the following trade minus the log quote

midpoint at this trade and Zt equals the log trade price minus the log quote midpoint.

Appendix 3.A discusses this model in more detail.

A dummy variable is added to calculate the abnormal adverse selection

component before the earnings announcement. Thus, the following regression

equation is estimated:

AQM - 1 3+ 4 0 * BEFOREJ +Et+1
where BEFOREt has value one during the 6.5 trading hours before the earnings

announcement and zero otherwise, and all other variables are defined as above. These

firm-specific regressions are estimated with all trades between 9.30 AM and 4.00 PM

during the period before the earnings announcement or the non-announcement period.

Xb represents the abnormal adverse selection component as a fraction of the effective

spread during 6.5 trading hours before the earnings announcement. The abnormal

adverse selection component during two days before the earnings announcement is

computed in a comparable way.

Disclosure quality
I obtain a measure for firm's overall disclosure quality from 'An Annual Review of

Corporate Reporting Practices' prepared by the Corporate Information Committee of

the   Association for Investment Management and Research   (AIMR) for 1993/94,

1994/95 and 1995/96. 1996 is the final year, because the AIMR stopped the

evaluation process at that time. Each annual volume provides scores on disclosure

practices for a sample of firms, based on their aggregate disclosure efforts over a

fiscal year. Firms are evaluated on their disclosures through annual reports, quarterly

reports, 10Ks, press releases, other public announcements, and discussions    with

financial analysts. The evaluations are performed by subcommittees consisting of

leading analysts with specific knowledge of a particular industry. Each subcommittee

decides first on the firms to be examined and the scoring process. Subsequently, each

committee member evaluates all the firms selected in that industry. Finally, the

committee meets to summarize and report the scores. To ensure comparability of the

scores across industries, the AIMR provides a checklist of criteria to be used for
scoring firms and guidelines for the weights to be used for different disclosure

categories.
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Each year approximately 300 firms are evaluated by the AIMR. Recent studies

using these disclosure scores generally indicate that they are reasonable proxies for

information availability in the market (Farragher et al. 1994, Lang and Lundholm

1993, 1996, Sengupta 1998 and Welker 1995). One complication with the AIMR
database is that different industries are possibly rated on different scales because of

industry-specific evaluation committees. To address this problem, I divide the raw

disclosure scores by the industry mean. Industries without quantitative disclosure

quality scores are excluded.

Management  earnings forecasts

The Dow Jones Interactive database is used to investigate the Business Wire, Dow

Jones News Service, Dow Jones International News and PR Newswire for the

existence of management earnings forecasts. The analysis focuses on management

earnings forecasts between the previous and current earnings announcement. Several

studies indicate that the occurrence of management earnings forecasts relates to a rich

information environment. Coller and Yohn (1997), for instance, provide evidence that

these forecasts improve market liquidity, while Lang and Lundholm (1996) show a

relationship between management earnings forecasts and analyst forecast dispersion

and forecast errors.

Number  of analysts forecasting  the  earnings  announcement

The First Call Historical Database is used to determine the number of individual

analysts that forecast an earnings announcement. I focus on quarterly earnings

forecasts made during    the    180 day period before the corresponding earnings

announcement to reduce the impact of stale forecasts. Academic research indicates

that financial analysts improve the information environment. Givoly and Lakonishok

(1979), Lys and Sohn (1990) and Francis and Soffer (1997), for example, show that

analysts' earnings forecasts and recommendations reveal information and affect stock

prices.

Trading volume

As discussed above, the drop in market liquidity is expected to relate to the change in

trading volume. A correlation between the change in trading volume and the change

in spreads and depths does not imply, however, that market makers condition the drop
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in market liquidity on the change in volume. It is also possible that trading volume is

affected by the spread and depth. When spreads increase, trading costs become higher

and investors may be less willing to trade. This results in a lower trading volume.

Similarly, high depths facilitate trading of large quantities and may cause larger

trading volumes. Thus, due to this endogeneity problem a correlation between the
change in the spread or depth and the percentage deviation of trading volume during

the day before the earnings announcement cannot be interpreted as a causal

relationship. Technically, the ordinary least squares (OLS) estimate is inconsistent

because the deviation of trading volume is correlated with model's error term.

One approach to deal with this endogeneity problem is to use two-stage least

squares (2SLS). Under this approach the deviation in trading volume the day before

the earnings announcement is estimated with instrumental variables. An instrumental

variable is a variable that can be assumed to be uncorrelated with the model's error

term but correlated with the endogenous independent variable. Therefore, the
instrumental variable should be exogenous and should not have a direct effect on the

dependent variable itself. The estimated trading volume the day before the earnings

announcement is likely uncorrelated with the model's error term and the coefficient of
this variable in the regression on spreads or depths represents a causal relationship.

Unfortunately, there is no instrumental variable available to estimate the

deviation of trading volume the day before the earnings announcement from the

median volume during the non-announcement period. The seemingly most suitable

instrumental variable  is the deviation of trading volume two days before the earnings

announcement. This variable is presumably correlated with the deviation of volume

one day before the announcement, while it is impossible that the spread or depth on

the day before the announcement influences trading volume one day earlier. However,
the  deviation of trading volume two days before the announcement  may have a direct

effect on the change in the spread and depth one day before the announcement.

Market makers may condition their spreads and depths during that period on the
trading volume one trading day earlier. This disqualifies the deviation of volume two
days before the announcement as an instrumental variable. Therefore, I do not apply

2SLS  and only investigate the impact o f the deviation  of the trading volume two days

before earnings announcement on the change in the spread and depth one day before

the announcement.
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1 compute the percentage deviation of trading volume two days before the

earnings announcement from the median volume during the non-announcement period

in the following way. First,  I  divide the trading volume  from  13  to 6.5 trading hours

before the earnings announcement by the median volume during the 6.5 trading hour

periods during the non-announcement period. Next, I subtract 1 and multiply the

outcome with  100. The percentage deviation of trading volume during the 6.5 trading

hours before the earnings announcement from the median volume during the non-

announcement period is also calculated for descriptive purposes.

Share price variance

An  increase in share price variance may indicate the arrival of new information at the

market. Nevertheless, a relationship between the change in share price variance and

the drop in market liquidity does not imply that market makers condition the increase

in spreads and decline in depths on share price variance. The change in share price

variance is a result from market makers' price setting process rather than an input for
that process. When market makers infer that information arrives at the market they

will adjust the bid and ask prices to reflect that information and at the same time they

may increase the (adverse selection component of the) spread and reduce the depth

because they are afraid of informed trading. In that case, the increase in share price

variance and decline in market liquidity result both from the information arrival and a

correlation between changes in these two variables does not imply causality.

Also in this case, 2SLS can solve the endogeneity problem but again there is

no suitable instrumental variable available. The deviation of share price variance two

days before earnings announcements has the same shortcoming that a direct

relationship between this variable and the change in the spread and depth may exist.

Therefore, only the relationship between the deviation  of the share price variance two

days before earnings announcement and the change in the spread and depth one day

before the announcement is explored.

I   calculate the share price variance   from    13   to 6.5 trading hours before  the

earnings announcement and divide this variance by the median share price variance

during the 6.5 trading hour periods during the non-announcement period.

Additionally, the percentage deviation of share price variance during the 6.5 trading

hours before the earnings announcement from the median variance during the non-

announcement period is computed. The deviation of the share price variance is based
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on the variance of the quote midpoint rather than the share price to avoid the effect of

the bid-ask bounce.

Control variables

As discussed above, 1 use the difference between the market liquidity variables before

the earnings announcement and the related medians during the non-announcement

period, rather than the percentage deviations of the market liquidity variables. This

mitigates the bias due to the impact of the information environment on the median

spread and depth during the non-announcement period. However, the change in

spreads and depths before earnings announcements may relate to the size of spreads

and depths during the non-announcement period. Therefore, I include the share price

and turnover as control variables in the analysis, because several studies document a

correlation between these variables and bid-ask spreads (Demsetz 1968, Tinic  1972,

Tinic and West 1972, Benston and Hagerman 1974 and Hamilton 1976, 1978 among

others). The variable turnover also controls for the impact of firm size or liquidity of
the shares on the results. The price is the median of the average share prices during

the 6.5 hour periods during the non-announcement period, while the turnover is the

average daily turnover during the month of January that is closest to the earnings

announcennent.

3.4 Results

3.4.1    Descriptive statistics
Table 3.2 presents summary statistics. The median of the difference between the

quoted spread, effective spread and depth during the day before the earnings

announcement and the related medians during the non-announcement period are 0.001

cents, 0.0004 cents and -277 shares, respectively, while the abnormal adverse

selection component during that day is 0.015. The corresponding one-tailed

Significance levels based on the Sign test are 0.01, 0.08,0.01 and 0.01. This evidence

confirms the findings by  LMR and KL that the (adverse selection component of the)

spread is higher and the depth is lower before earnings announcements. The table also

reveals that the distributions of these differences are skewed. This occurs because

spreads and depths are always positive and, thus, declines are bounded. Therefore, the

median is a better measure of location than the mean and the Sign test is more

appropriate than the t-test.
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Table 3.2 Summary statistics

N=2802 Mean Median Sign. St Dev
Min                      Q J                        Q3                       Max

ABASb 0.003 0.001 0.01 0.034 -0.13 -0.011 0.016 0.72

AEBASb 0.001 0.0004 0.08 0.026 -0.13 -0.010 0.010 0.47

ADEPTHb 1375 -277 0.01 13502 -139811 -3219 3972 142148

AASCb 0.030 0.015 0.01 0.18 -1.03 -0.057 0.12 0.89

ABASb2 0.002 0.001 0.06 0.036 -0.16 -0.012 0.015 0.89

AEBASbl 0.001 0.0004 0.08 0.026 -0.20 -0.Oil 0.010 0.34

ADEPTHb2 1465 -257 0.01 13140 -147609 -3203 4095 133737

AASCb2 0.027 0.011 0.01 0.19 -1.75 -0.060 0.11 2.53

AVARb 122 15.4 0.01 390 -100 45.7 147 9560

AVARE 109 2.28 0.23 560 -100 -51.8 120 20142

AVOLb 32.2 1.06 0.24 169 -98.9 -33.3 56.8 6047

AVOLE 24.7 -2.76 0.03 129 -96.9 -38.4 49.6 4062

DQ 1.01 1.02 0.14 0.34 0.94 1.08 1.41

MEF 0.18 0.00 0.38 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00

ANALYST 9.24 9.00 6.23 0.00 4.00 14.0 30.00

TURNOVER 1.53E7 7.87E6 2.01E7 1.28E5 2.76E6 1.92E7 1.47E8

PRICE 38.6 35.1 19.19 5.43 24.2 51.5 98.0

ABASb(2) (AEBASb(2), ADEPTHb(2)) represents the difference between the quoted spread (effective

spread, depth) one (two) day(s) before the earnings announcement and the corresponding median

during the non-announcement period; AASCb (AASCb2) the abnormal adverse selection component

one (two) day(s) before the announcement; AVARb(2) (AVOLb(2)) the deviation of the share price

variance (trading volume) one (two) day(s) before the earnings announcement from the corresponding

median during the non-announcement period; DQ the disclosure quality; MEF a dummy variable

indicating the occurrence of management earnings forecasts; ANALYST the number of analysts

forecasting the announcement; PRICE the share price and TURNOVER the turnover. The one-sided

significance levels are based on the Sign test.

During the day before the earnings announcement the deviation of the share

price variance is also significantly larger than zero suggesting that share prices

fluctuate more before announcements than during the non-announcement period. This

suggests that more information enters the market the day before the earnings

announcement than on average during the non-announcement period. At first glance,

the fact that the deviation of the trading volume one day before the earnings

announcement is not significantly larger than zero contradicts this suggestion.

However, note that the deviation of the trading volume two days before the

announcement is significantly smaller than zero. An explanation is that some traders
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are reluctant to trade before an announcement and postpone trading until the
announcement. In that situation, it is possible that trading volume during the day

before the earnings announcement is not larger than during the non-announcement

period while more informed trading takes place. In addition, the (not presented)

deviation of the absolute price change before the announcement from the median

absolute price change during the non-announcement period is also significantly larger

than zero.

With regard to the information environment variables, the disclosure quality

measure varies  from  0.14  to  1.41,  and 18 percent  of the earnings announcements  are

forecasted by management. The number of analysts forecasting the earnings news

ranges from 0 to 30 with a median of 9 analysts.

Table 3.3 shows the Pearson and Spearman correlation coefficients. To

mitigate the impact of outliers values larger (smaller) than the mean plus (minus)

three times the standard deviation are removed. As expected, the changes in the

quoted spread, depth and adverse selection component before earnings

announcements are all significantly correlated. However, the change in the effective

spread is not significantly correlated with the changes in the other market liquidity
variables. The information environment variables disclosure quality, occurrence of

management earnings forecasts and the number of analysts forecasting the earnings

news are significantly correlated.

3.4.2   Regression results
To test the hypothesis I estimate the following regression equations separately:

(1) ABASbi= a + Bi DQi + B2 MEFi + #3 ANALYSTi + [34 AVARb2i + #5  AVOLb2i +

#6 PRICEi +  137 TURNOVERi  + 138 ABASb2i + 4

(2) AEBASbi= a + Bl DQi +112 MEF; +133 ANALYSTi + 134 AVARb2i + 135  AVOLb2,

+136 PRICEi + 137 TURNOVERi  + 08 AEBASb2i + Ei

(3) AASCb,= a + Bi DQi + 132 MEFi + 133 ANALYSTi + 04 AVARb2i + B5 AVOLb2i +

06 PRICE,  +  137 TURNOVER,  + Bs AASCb2i + 4

(4) ADEPTHbi = a +13, DQi +132 MEFi +133 ANALYSTi +13* AVARb3 + B 

AVOLb2i + 1}6 PRICEi + P7 TURNOVER,  + 138 ADEPTHb2i + 4

where, ABASbi (AEBASbi, ADEPTHbi) represents the difference between the quoted

spread (effective spread, depth) the day before the earnings announcement and the
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Table 3.3 Correlation coefficients
N= ABASb AEBASb ADEPTHb AASCb ABASb2 AEBASbl ADEPTHb2 AASCb2

2671-2802

ABASb 100 0.14** -0 25** 0.28** 0.29** 0.12 .. -0.15" 0.13**

AEBASb 0.02 1.00 -0.02 -0.02 006** 0.15** -0.01 0.06 .*

ADEPTHb -0 37** -0.03 1.00 -0.18** -0.13** -0.02 0.40** -0.10**

AASCb 031** -0.02 -0.26** 1.00 009** 0.09** -0.08** 0.39**

ABASb2 0.29** 0.03 1.00 011** -0.24** 0.23**-0.17** 0.11**

AEBASW 0 08** 0.18** -0.03 0 07** -0.01 1.00 -0.03 0.01

ADEPTHb2 -0.22** -0.02 0.43** -0 14** -0 35** -0.04* 1.00 -016**

AASCb2 0.12** 005** -011** 0 36** 0.28** -0.04* -0 22** 1.00

AVARb 0.33** 0.06 .. -0.22 ./ 0.30** 0.14** 0.02 -014** 0.08**

AVARb2 0.19** 0.01 -0.13 .. 0.10** 0.33** 004* -0 23** 0 29**

AVOLb 0.01 -0.09** 0 26** 0.05** -0.01 0.07** 0.15 ** 000

AVOLb2 -0.04* -0 08** 018** -0.05** 0.04* 0.13** 0.27** 009**

DQ -0.01 -0.02 -0.01 0.03 -0.01 -0.03 0.00 0.02

MEF -0.02 -0.03* 0.03* -0.02 -0.01 -0.03* 0.03 0.01

ANALYST -0.02 0.00 0.00 0.02 -0.02 -0.02 0.00 0.05**

TURNOVER -0.05** -004* -0.04** 0.07** -0.01 -0.05** -0.05 .. 0.08**

PRICE 0.01 0.02 0.02 010** -0.03* 0.03* 0.04* 0 08**

AVARb AVARb2 AVOLb AVOLE DQ MEF ANALYST TURN- PRICE

OVER

ABASb 0 22** 013** 0.01 -004* -0.01 -0.02 -0.03 -0.03 0.00

AEBASb 0 08** 0.03* -0 07** -0.05** 0.01 -0.03 0.00 0.00 0.05 **

ADEPTHb -0 14** -0.09 .. 0.18** 0.14** -0.02 0.03 0.00 -0.01 0.01

AASCb 0 20** 0.07** 0.02 -0 05** 0.02 0.00 0.03* 0.06- 0.10**

ABASb2 010** 0.23** -0.01 0.00 -0.01 -0.01 -0.02 0.00 -005**

AEBASb2 0.03 0.07** -0.03 -0.11
.. -0.01 -0.03 -0.03 -0.04* 0.02

ADEPTHb2 -0.08- -0.12** 0.12** 0.18** -0.02 0.04* 0.01 -0.02 0.03

AASCb2 0.08** 020** 0.00 0.08** 0.01 0.00 0.03 0.07** 0.07**

AVARb 1.00 0.21** 0 30** 0.07** 0.01 -0.01 0.02 -0.01 0.01

AVARb2 0.22** 1.00 015** 0.33 .* 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.00 -0.01

AVOLb 0.37** 0.14 .. 1.00 0.31 .. -0.01 0.00 -0.04* -0.05** -0.08 ..

AVOLU 0.06 ** 0.36 .* 0.37** 1.00 0.02 0.02 -0.02 -0.02 -0.03*

DQ 0.02 -0.01 0.00 0.02 1.00 0.03* 0.18** 0.17** 0.12**

MEF -0.02 0.02 0.02 0.04* 004* 1.00 0.07** 007- 0.02

ANALYST 0.02 0.01 -0.01 0.03 0.19** 0.08 ** 1.00 0.53 ** 0.38..

TURNOVER 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.05** 0.23** 0.10 ** 0.61** 1.00 0 46**

PRICE 0.01 -0.02 -0.05** -0.01 016** 0.02 0.38** 0.50 ** 1.00

This table contains the Pearson (top right) and Spearman (bottom left) correlation coefficients. The

variables are defined as in table 3.2.  ** and * indicate significance at  1% and 5% levels, respectively

Cone-tailed tests).
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median quoted spread (effective spread, depth) during the non-announcement period;

AASCbi (AASCb2,) the abnormal adverse selection component one (two) day(s)

before the announcement; DQi the disclosure quality; MEF, a dummy variable

indicating the occurrence of management earnings forecasts; ANALYST, the number

of analysts forecasting the announcement; AVARb21 (AVOLb2i) the deviation of the

share price variance (trading volume) two days before the earnings announcement

from the corresponding median during the non-announcement period; PRICE, the

share price, TURNOVERi the turnover, and ABASb2i (AEBASb2*, ADEPTHb2i)
represents the difference between the quoted spread (effective spread, depth) two days

before the earnings announcement and the related median during the non-
announcement period. Observations are removed when at least one variable is larger

(smaller) than the mean plus (minus) three times the standard deviation.

While the data set contains repeated observations over the same firms, it is not

appropriate to assume that different observations are independent. Therefore, I
estimate all models with the fixed effects approach and apply the F-test to determine

whether the fixed effects are significantly different from zero. These effects are

different from zero in the regressions on the quoted spread, effective spread and

adverse selection component. This indicates that it is not appropriate to estimate these

three models with OLS. I estimate the regressions on the quoted and effective spread

with the random effect approach (Feasible Generalized Least Squares). However, in
case of the abnormal adverse selection component the fixed effects model is applied
because the Hausman test indicates that the individual effects are correlated with the

other variables in the model. Applying the random effects model in this situation

would lead to inconsistent estimators.

First, a reduced model is estimated with only disclosure quality, occurrence of

management earnings forecasts, analyst following, share price and turnover as
independent variables. Table 3.4 reveals that the occurrence of management earnings

forecasts influences the change in the depth. This result indicates that the information

environment has some impact on the drop in market liquidity before earnings

announcements. The adjusted R-squared for the depth and the Buse (1973) R-squared

for the quoted and effective spread are around  zero  but  that  is not surprising.'o  The

10

No R-squared is presented for the abnormal adverse selection component because the fixed effects
inflate the R-squared and hinder interpretation.
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abnormal adverse selection component and the differences between the spread and the

depth before earnings announcements and the corresponding medians during the non-

announcement period do not only represent the anticipation of earnings

announcements by market makers. Market liquidity variables also fluctuate for other

reasons. The anticipatory effect is, therefore, only that part ofthe change in the market

liquidity variables that is different from what would occur under the same

circumstances during a non-announcement period. In other words, the major

differences between the observations of the dependent variables are not due to a

difference in anticipation of the announcement but due to other factors that affect

(adverse selection components of) spreads and depths. Therefore, I also include the

relative size of the market liquidity variables, and the deviations of the share price

variance and volume two days before the earnings announcement in the regression

equations.

Table 3.4 Regressions results information environment variables

Exp sign ABASb AEBASb AASCb Exp sign ADEPTHb

Intercept 0.006 -0.004 0.027 1458

(1.28) (-1.05) (0.30) (0.99)

DQ                      - -0.002 0.001 0.024          +          -1612

(-0.46) (0.44) (0.38) (-1.12)

MEF                         - -0.001 -0.001 -0.002                +                1078**

(-0.99) (-1.39) (-0.18) (2.34)

ANALYST - -0.00008 5.OE-6 -0.0009               +                  44.0

(-0.74) (0.06) (-0.61) (1.27)

PRICE 1.7E-7 0.00007** 0.0006 17.0

(0.00) (2.76) (1.09) (1.58)

TURNOVER -2.6E-11 -3.44E-11 -6.5E-10 -0.00003*

(-0.57) (-1.06) (-1.01) (-1.91)

Rz 0.00 0.00 0.00

F value 2.37

N 2593 2559 2561 2544

This table reports results from OLS (ADEPTHb), EGLS (ABASb, AEBASb) and fixed effects model

(AASCb). The variables are defined as in table 3.2 and t-statistics are within parentheses. R  represents

the adjusted R-squared in case of ADEPTHb and the Buse (1973) R-squared in case of ABASb and

AEBASb. ** and * indicate significance at the 1% and 5% levels, respectively (one-tailed tests).
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Table 3.5 Regressions results full model

Exp sign ABASb AEBASb AASCb Exp sign ADEPTHb

Intercept 0004 -0.004 0.028 1192

(0.85) (-1.08) (0.32) (0.88)

DQ                        - -0.001 0.002 0.046                 +                 -1253

(-0.33) (0.49) (0.77) (-0.95)

MEF                         - -0.001 -0.001 -0.0003               +                  732*

(-0.80) (-1.24) (-0.04) (1.73)

ANALYST - -0.00007 0.00001 0.00003               +                  37.1

(-0.61) (0.16) (0.02) (1.17)

AVARb2 + 0.00001** 3.9E-6* 0.00003*               -                -2.81**

(4.37) (2.13) (1.76) (-3.59)

AVOLb2 ? -0.00002** -0.00001** -0.0002**              ?                 10.5**

(-3.69) (-2.49) (-5.52) (4.79)

ABASb2                   +                0.26**

(13.15)

AEBASb2                +                                      0.13**

(6.61)

AASCE                   +                                                             0.32**

(15.36)

ADEPTHb2                                                                                                        +                0.36**

(18.99)

PRICE 0.00002 0.00006** 0.0008** 6.61

(0.60) (2.29) (1.49) (0.67)
TURNOVER -4.5E-11 -2.4E-11 -6.OE-10 -9.6E-6

(-1.00) (-0.75) (-0.98) (-0.72)

Rz 0.09 0.03 0.16

F value 61.99

N 2593 2559 2561 2544

This table reports results from OLS (ADEPTHb), EGLS (ABASb, AEBASb) and fixed effects model

(AASCb). The variables are defined as in table 3.2 and t-statistics are within parentheses. R  represents

the adjusted R-squared  in case of ADEPTHb and the  Buse (1973) R-squared in case of ABASb and

AEBASb. ** and * indicate significance at the 1% and 5% levels, respectively (one-tailed tests).

Table 3.5 indeed shows a higher R-squared for the full model, namely 0.09,

0.03 and 0.16 for the change in the quoted spread, effective spread and depth,

respectively. The relative size of the market liquidity variables two days before the

announcement is significant in all regressions. This result confirms the finding by
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LMR of a positive autoregressive pattern for spreads and depths. Large differences of

spreads and depths from the median during the non-announcement period are

followed by large differences. The deviation of the share price variance two days

before the earnings announcement is also significant in all regressions. The sign of
this relationship indicates that market liquidity is lower when the share price variance

two days before the announcement is high. Market makers seemingly interpret the

relative high variance as a signal of a high probability of informed trading and

therefore offer lower market liquidity. The sign of the significant relationship between

the deviation of volume and the change in the market liquidity variables suggest that

market makers set lower spreads and higher depths after a period with relatively high
trading volume. This finding is consistent with the argument that low trading volume

two days before earnings announcements results from the absence of trading by

liquidity traders. When less (more) liquidity trading goes on, the probability of

informed trading is higher (lower) and market makers may set higher (lower) spreads

and lower (higher) depths.

The full model also presents evidence that the change in depths is affected by

the occurrence of management earnings forecasts. However, the analysis does not

reveal any impact of the information environment variables on the change in the

quoted and effective bid-ask spread and the adverse selection component. The next

section discusses several explanations for this lack of evidence.

3.5 Discussion
The analysis shows that the information environment variables disclosure quality,

occurrence of management earnings forecasts and number of analysts forecasting the

earnings news have only a small impact on the change in market liquidity variables

before earnings announcements. One explanation for this lack of significant findings

is that market makers do not believe that these information environment variables

relate to the probability of informed trading before earnings announcements. When

they think that these variables are not relevant for predicting informed trading before

announcements, they will not condition the (adverse selection component of the)

spread and depth before announcements on disclosure quality, occurrence of

management earnings forecasts or analyst following.
Another explanation is that the increase in the (adverse selection component of

the) spread is too small to show cross-sectional differences. Table 3.2 reveals that the
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medians of changes in the quoted and effective spread are 0.001 and 0.0004 cents. In

percentages, the medians of the changes in the quoted and effective spread are 0.77

and 0.35 percent, respectively. Also the increase in the adverse selection component is

small, because the median abnormal adverse selection component as a fraction of the

effective spread is 0.015 while the median adverse selection component during the

non-announcement period is 0.29 of the effective spread. These numbers suggest that

the increase in the (adverse selection component of the) spread before earnings

announcement is only a minor effect. This effect may be too small to provide

evidence on the impact of information environment variables on the changes in

spreads before earnings announcements.

The small drop in market liquidity casts doubt on the conjecture that market

liquidity drops before earnings announcements because market makers anticipate

earnings announcements. When market makers drop market liquidity in anticipation

of announcements a drop in market liquidity for all firms would be expected. Given

the small drop in market liquidity, it is questionable whether that occurs. In fact, prior

evidence that, in aggregate, spreads increase and depths decrease before earnings

announcements does not imply that market makers anticipate informed trading.

Another explanation for this effect is that market makers react to information arrival

and more information enters the market before earnings announcements than on

average during the non-announcement period. When the drop in market liquidity

occurs because market makers react to increased information arrival rather than

anticipating announcements, the detection of a relationship between the information

environment variables and the changes in spreads and depths before earnings

announcements will be difficult. Firms that do not experience any informed trading

will not show a relationship between the information environment and the change in

the spread and depth before the earnings announcement, because market makers do

not adjust market liquidity for these firms.

3.6      Summary and conclusions

The aim  of this study  is to provide evidence on the conjecture that  the  drop in market

liquidity before earnings announcements is related to the information environment.

This relationship is expected because analytical literature suggests that the increase in

spreads and decrease in depths before earnings announcements are related to an

increased probability of informed trading. When the information environment is rich,
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trade price at a purchase will be lower than the quote midpoint. Given that a drop in

bid prices is expected after a purchase, X is positive. Recall that the quote midpoint is

the average of the quoted bid and ask price. Under the assumption that the market

maker adjusts the bid and ask prices to the same extent after a purchase the adverse

selection component can also be calculated as the difference between the quote

midpoint at time t+1 minus the quote midpoint at time t (QMi- QMo in figure 3.3).

Figure 3.3 Adverse selection component (Approach LSB)

Price

QAo -
QAt _

QMO --
QM1 -

QBO
QB, -3 US

Time

This figure illustrates the unrealized spread due to the possibility of informed trading. QA represents

the quoted ask price, QM the quote midpoint, QB the quoted bid price and US the unrealized spread

due to the possibility of informed trading.

After a sale the market maker will increase the ask price when the probability

of informed trading is larger than zero. When the trade reveals private information

and (s)he does not adjust the ask price, the market maker will sell more shares for a

price that is far too low and will miss revenue. The higher the probability of informed

trading is, the larger the adjustment of ask prices after a sale and the higher the

adverse selection component. Under the same assumptions as above, the portion of
the spread due to adverse information after a sale  as a fraction of one-half the signed

effective spread equals X in

Qt.1-Qt -17,
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where Qt (QI+1) is the quote midpoint at t (t+1) and Zt represents the trade price at time

t minus the quote midpoint at time t. Also in this case, X is positive because after a

sale the quote midpoint is expected to increase and the difference between the trading

price and the quote midpoint is positive. Therefore, the equation is identical for

purchases and sales.

In the empirical estimation  LSB  use the logarithms of the transaction price and

the quote midpoint. They state that this transformation yields a (continuously

compounded) rate of return for the dependent variable and a relative spread for the

independent variable. The transformation produces estimates of the adverse selection

cost components of the spread as a percent of the effective spread for easy cross-

sectional comparisons, and may also reduce the problem ofprice discreteness.

A shortcoming of this method is that the approach does not separate the

adverse selection component and the inventory holding component. LSB, however,

state that Madhavan and Smidt (1991) use specialist inventory data and show that

inventory has a very weak effect on intraday dealer pricing. Similarly, Hasbrouck

(1988) uses a sophisticated VAR model and finds the inventory effect to be

insignificant. Finally, Hasbrouck and Sofianos (1993) use NYSE specialist inventory
data and find 'little support for the classical inventory control mechanism.' Hence,

like LSB, 1 focus on adverse information in the interpretation of the results.
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CHAPTER 4

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

4.1 Introduction
Prior research indicates that bid-ask spreads are higher and depths are lower during

trading hours around earnings announcements than during non-announcement periods

(LMR). Literature suggests that this drop in market liquidity occurs because market

makers are confronted with a higher probability of informed trading before and after

these announcements. Before earnings announcements, this occurs because investors

may search for and find private information or because the public announcement

reaches investors earlier than market makers. After earnings announcements, some

investors may gather private information through their superior capacities to interpret

earnings news or the earnings news is revealed in pieces and this information reaches

investors earlier than market makers.

It is relevant to explore this drop in market liquidity around earnings

announcements, because investors view market liquidity as an important characteristic

of organized financial markets.  In this thesis I investigated two aspects of this drop,

namely (a) the impact of intraday timing of earnings announcements on the drop in

market liquidity around these announcements and (b) the influence of the richness of

the information environment on the drop in market liquidity before earnings

announcements. Sections 4.2 and 4.3 summarize this research and propose several

themes for future research.

4.2 The impact of intraday timing of earnings announcements on market

liquidity

In general, investors dislike drops in market liquidity. Therefore, it is important to
know whether management can mitigate the drop in market liquidity around earnings

announcements. I investigated one possible action, namely intraday timing of
announcements. When firms release the earnings news overnight it is not possible that

investors start trading on the public announcement before market makers are aware of

the news. In addition, Livne (2001) shows analytically that short term investors trade

less aggressively before overnight than daytime announcements. This reduces the

probability that market makers trade with investors with private information before
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earnings announcements. Intraday timing may also influence the probability of

informed trading after earnings announcements, because market makers have more

information after overnight than daytime announcements. When market makers check

news wires before opening of the market, they are aware of the earnings news. In

addition, after overnight releases they know the order flow because the opening prices

are set by a process that resembles a call auction market, whereas during the day the

process resembles a dealer market.

The sample consists   of 1000 daytime   and 1802 overnight announcements

declared between 1993 and 1996 by 336 firms traded at the NYSE or AMEX.

Relative to overnight releases, results show that daytime releases relate, on average, to

Significantly larger percentage deviations of the quoted and effective spread from the

median during the non-announcement period and lower percentage deviations of the

depth after earnings announcements. Sensitivity tests reveal that these findings are

robust to firm-specific factors and cross-listings, and that there is no difference in the

information content of daytime and overnight announcements in the sample. In fact,

there is no evidence of a drop in market liquidity after overnight earnings

announcements at all.

The findings suggest that from a market liquidity perspective it is beneficial to

announce earnings news during non-trading instead of trading hours. However, cross-

listings may erode the advantage of announcing outside US-trading hours because the

drop in market liquidity may occur on other exchanges. Additionally, the decision to

announce earnings news during trading or non-trading hours depends on more factors

than just the impact on market liquidity. Future research may address other costs and

benefits of intraday timing of earnings announcements to provide a more complete

picture of factors that affect this important decision. Additionally, future research  may

focus on stock markets with a different trading system. Greene and Watts (1996), for

example, present evidence on differences in price discovery on the NYSE and

NASDAQ. Therefore, differences in trading systems may affect the influence of

intraday timing of earnings announcements on market liquidity. Another interesting

avenue for research is the investigation of the impact of intraday timing of other

announcements, like mergers or replacements of management, on market liquidity

after those events. While the price impact of these announcements is likely to be

larger, on average, than the impact of earnings announcements, a larger difference

may exist between market liquidity after daytime and overnight announcements.
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4.3 The impact of the information environment on the drop in market

liquidity before earnings announcements

The study presented in chapter 3 aims at providing evidence on the conjecture that the

drop in market liquidity before earnings announcements is related to the information

environment. This relationship is expected because analytical literature suggests that

the increase in spreads and decrease in depths before earnings releases are related to

an increased probability of informed trading. When the information environment is

rich, more information will be captured in the share price and the probability of
informed trading before announcements may be lower. Three proxies are used for the

information environment, namely disclosure quality, occurrence of management

earnings forecasts and the number of analysts forecasting the earnings news.
The analysis of 2802 earnings announcements shows that the occurrence of

management earnings forecasts affects the change in depths. In that way, it provides

some evidence on the impact of the information environment on the market liquidity
drop before earnings announcements. However, the relationship between the
information environment variables and the change in the quoted spread, effective
spread and the adverse selection component is never significant. One explanation for

this lack of results is that market makers do not condition on the information

environment because they do believe that these variables affect the probability of
informed trading before earnings announcements. Alternatively, the drop in market

liquidity before earnings announcements might be too small to provide evidence on

cross-sectional differences in this drop.
The small drop in market liquidity casts doubt on the conjecture that

market liquidity drops before earnings announcements because market makers

anticipate earnings releases. When market makers drop market liquidity in
anticipation of announcements a drop in market liquidity for all firms would be
expected. Given the small drop in market liquidity, it is questionable whether that

occurs. In fact, prior evidence that, in aggregate, spreads increase and depths decrease

before earnings announcements does not imply that market makers anticipate

informed trading. Another explanation for this effect is that market makers react to

information arrival and more information enters the market before earnings

announcements than on average during the non-announcement period. The question

whether the drop in market liquidity before earnings announcements is driven by
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increased information arrival or a real anticipation of earnings releases is an

interesting topic for future research.
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SAMENVATTING IN HET NEDERLANDS

(SUMMARY IN DUTCH)

S. 1 Introductie

De marktliquiditeit neemt af rond winstaankondigingen. Lee, Mucklow en Ready

(1993) (hierna LMR) tonen aan dat het verschil tussen de bied- en laatkoers ('bied-
laat wijdte') groter is en de diepte kleiner is rond winstaankondigingen dan gedurende
een periode zonder deze aankondigingen. Beleggers stellen deze afname niet op prijs,
omdat marktliquiditeit 66n van de belangrijkste karakteristieken is van georganiseerde
financiele markten. Een hoge marktliquiditeit betekent dat grote hoeveelheden

aandelen snel en anoniem gekocht of verkocht kunnen worden zonder sterke

prijsreacties. Een lage marktliquiditeit heeft een negatieve invloed op de vraag naar
aandelen en de aandelenprijs. Deze lagere aandelenprijs is gerelateerd aan hogere
kosten van eigen vermogen. Daarom is het belangrijk om de afname in

marktliquiditeit rond winstaankondigingen te onderzoeken.

Dit proefschrift onderzoekt twee belangrijke aspecten van de afname in

marktliquiditeit, namelijk (a) de mogelijkheid voor het management om de afname in

marktliquiditeit te beperken door de winstaankondiging buiten in plaats van tijdens

handelsuren te doen en (b) de veronderstelling dat de afname in marktliquiditeit  voor

winstaankondigingen gerelateerd is aan de informatieomgeving. Voordat ik deze
onderzoeken samenvat, introduceer ik eerst de notie van marktliquiditeit en het gedrag
van de (nadelige selectiekostencomponent van de) bied-laat wijdte en de diepte rond

winstaankondigingen.

S.2      Marktliquiditeit rond winstaankondigingen
Om de liquiditeit van aandelen te bevorderen gebruiken veel georganiseerde

financiele markten specialisten. Dit zijn individuen die aandelen kopen of verkopen

als beleggers deze aanbieden of vragen. Als beloning voor het bevorderen van de

liquiditeit hebben deze specialisten het recht om verschillende prijzen te hanteren voor

het aan- en verkopen: ze kopen tegen de biedprijs en verkopen tegen een hogere

laatprijs. Zoals figuur S.1 aangeeft, is de genoteerde bied-laat wijdte het verschil

tussen de genoteerde bied- en laatprijs. Het is mogelijk dat beleggers met de specialist

onderhandelen over de bied- of laatprijs. Daarom kopen specialisten soms tegen een
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prijs die hoger is dan de biedprijs en verkopen tegen een prijs die lager is dan de

laatprijs. De effectieve bied-laat wijdte houdt hiermee rekening en wordt berekend als

tweemaal het absolute verschil tussen het genoteerde middelpunt (gemiddelde van de

bied- en laatprijs) en de onderhandelde bied- of laatprijs voor respectievelijk een aan-

of verkoop.

Figuur S.1 Bied-laat wijdtes

Prijs

GL

0L
E#ectieve bied-laat

Genoteerde *2  wijdte voor een verkoop
bied-laat GM
wijdle *2  Efectieve bied-laat

OB wijdte voor een aankoop

GB

Tijd
Deze figuur toont de genoteerde en effectieve bied-laat wijdte. GL is de genoteerde laatprijs, OL de

onderhandelde laatprijs, GM het genoteerde middelpunt, OB de onderhandelde biedprijs en GB de

genoteerde biedprijs.

De literatuur laat zien dat de bied-laat wijdte bestaat uit drie componenten,

namelijk verhandelingskosten, voorraadkosten en nadelige-selectiekosten. De

verhandelingskostencomponent is een beloning voor de specialist voor de
werkzaamheden die hij (zij) moet verrichten voor het aan- en verkopen van de

aandelen (Tinic   1972). De voorraadkostencomponent compenseert de specialisten

voor het beheersen van de voorraad (Stoll 1978, Ho en Stoll 1981). De nadelige-

selectiekostencomponent  is een beloning voor de specialisten voor het aanvaarden

van het risico om met beleggers met privd-informatie te handelen (Copeland en Galai

1983,    Glosten en Milgrom 1985). Indien een belegger bijvoorbeeld    voor   een

winstaankondiging weet dat de winst veel lager is dan verwacht, dan zal hij (zij)
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aandelen verkopen aan de specialist. Na het bekend worden van het winstcijfer zal de
aandelenprijs dalen. Zoals figuur S.2 laat zien, kocht de specialist de aandelen tegen

een hoge biedprijs (GBo) en moet hij (zij) de aandelen verkopen tegen een lage

laatprijs (GLI). De specialist verdient daarom maar een gedeelte van de bied-laat

wijdte. Wanneer de belegger weet voor de aankondiging dat de winst hoger is dan

verwacht, zal hij (zij) aandelen kopen. Na het bekend worden van het winstcijfer
stijgen de bied- en laatprijs en de specialist mist het rendement op de aandelen, omdat

hij (zij) de aandelen reeds verkocht heeft. Met andere woorden, indien beleggers

priv6-informatie bezitten, missen de specialisten een deel van de bied-laat wijdte of
het rendement. Ter compensatie voor deze misgelopen verdiensten verhogen

specialisten de bied-laat wijdte. Specialisten verdienen daardoor meer als zij handelen

met beleggers zonder privd-informatie. De additionele verdiensten compenseren de

gemiste delen van de bied-laat wijdte en het gemiste rendement wanneer gehandeld
wordt met beleggers met priv6-informatie. Des te hoger de kans op geinformeerde

handel, des te hoger de nadelige-selectiekostencomponent en dus de bied-laat wijdte.

Figuur S.2 Nadelige-selectiekostencomponent

Prijs

GLO -
GLl

GMO -
GMI

GBo
6Bt  J OBLW

Tijd
Deze figuur illustreert de ongerealiseerde bied-laat wijdte vanwege gernformeerde handel. GL is de

genoteerde laatprijs, GM het genoteerde middelpunt, GB de genoteerde biedprijs en OBLW de
ongerealiseerde bied-laat wijdte vanwege gemformeerde handel.
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LMR stellen dat de bied-laat wijdte slechts 66n dimensie is van

marktliquiditeit. De andere dimensie is de diepte: het aantal aandelen dat een

specialist bereid is om tegen de genoteerde bied- en laatprijs te verhandelen.

Specialisten kunnen de diepte gebruiken om zichzelf tegen geinformeerd handelen te

beschermen. Als een specialist een grote diepte noteert, kan een belegger met privd-

informatie op 66n moment veel aandelen verhandelen tegen de genoteerde bied- of

laatprijs. Echter, wanneer de specialist een kleine diepte noteert, kan de

geTnformeerde belegger slechts kleine hoeveelheden aandelen per keer verhandelen.

Na elk handelsmoment heeft de specialist de mogelijkheid om de bied- en laatprijs

aan te passen. Daardoor verliest de specialist minder voordat de implicaties van de

nieuwe informatie voor de aandelenprijs duidelijk geworden zijn. Het is daarom de

verwachting dat de bied-laat wijdte en de nadelige-selectiekostencomponent stijgen en

de diepte daalt, wanneer de kans op handelen met priv6-informatie toeneemt.

Een periode met mogelijk een toegenomen kans op geYnformeerd handelen,

bestaat uit de dagen rond de winstaankondiging. LMR noemen drie redenen waarom

de informatieasymmetrie tussen specialisten en geYnformeerde beleggers kan

toenemen voor een winstaankondiging, namelijk (a) een grotere kans op het lekken

van relevante informatie wanneer de winst bekend is bij de onderneming, (b) de

mogelijkheid dat bij publicatie de informatie beleggers eerder bereikt dan de specialist

en (c) de verwachting van belangrijke winstcijfers kan sommige beleggers stimuleren

om informatie te zoeken voor de winstaankondiging. Kim en Verrecchia (1991, 1994)

en McNichols en Trueman (1994) tonen analytisch bewijs hiervoor. LMR laten zien

dat specialisten inderdaad bied-laat wijdtes vergroten en dieptes verlagen voor
winstaankondigingen tijdens handelsuren. Krinsky en Lee (1996) (hierna KL)

presenteren daarnaast bewijs dat de nadelige-selectiekostencomponent van de bied-

laat wijdte significant hoger is voor winstaankondigingen tijdens handelsuren dan

gedurende een periode zonder deze aankondigingen. Dit suggereert dat specialisten

geconfronteerd worden met een toegenomen kans op geYnformeerde handel.

De kans op handel op basis van privt-informatie kan ook hoger zijn na

winstaankondigingen. Kim en Verrecchia (1994) en Livne (2000) modelleren deze

situatie. De idee is dat sommige beleggers privd-informatie verzamelen met hun

superieure capaciteiten om financieel nieuws te interpreteren. Een andere redenering

is dat financieel nieuws in gedeelten gepubliceerd wordt en dat geinformeerde handel

plaatsvindt indien de informatie de beleggers eerder bereikt dan de specialisten. Het
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winstcijfer wordt bijvoorbeeld als eerste gepubliceerd en daarna pas de volledige
balans en winst- en verliesrekening. LMR en KL tonen empirisch aan dat de bied-laat

wijdte en de nadelige-selectiekostencomponent inderdaad hoger zijn tijdens

handelsuren na een winstaankondiging dan gedurende een periode zonder

aankondigingen.

S.3 De invioed van het tijdstip van de winstaankondiging op de
marktliquiditeit

Zoals hiervoor besproken is, toont de empirische literatuur aan dat de marktliquiditeit

afneemt rond winstaankondigingen. Beleggers stellen deze afname niet op prijs,
omdat marktliquiditeit een belangrijke karakteristiek is van een georganiseerde

financiele markt. Ondanks dat de periode rond een winstaankondiging kort is, kan de
afname in de marktliquiditeit belangrijke gevolgen hebben, omdat deze periode

bekend staat om een groot handelsvolume (Morse 1981, Bamber 1986). Daarom is het

voor het management van beursgenoteerde ondernemingen van belang om kennis te

hebben van de mogelijkheden om de afname in de marktliquiditeit rond
winstaankondigingen te beperken.

Het eerste essay onderzoekt de invloed van het tijdstip van de

winstaankondiging op de afname in de marktliquiditeit rond deze aankondigingen. Er
zijn verschillende redenen om te veronderstellen dat het tijdstip van de aankondiging

invloed heeft op de kans op geYnformeerde handel en daarom op de verandering in de
bied-laat wijdte en diepte rond deze aankondigingen. De kans op handel met

gernformeerde beleggers stijgt voor winstaankondigingen tijdens handelsuren, omdat

beleggers meer gemotiveerd zijn om privt-informatie te verzamelen of omdat de

winstaankondiging de beleggers eerder bereikt dan de specialisten. Dit tweede risico

bestaat niet bij aankondigingen buiten handelsuren. Daarnaast toont Livne (2001) in
een analytische studie aan dat beleggers met priv6-informatie minder agressief

handelen voor een aankondiging buiten handelsuren dan tijdens handelsuren. Dit

suggereert dat de stijging van de kans op gernformeerde handel kleiner is voor

aankondigingen buiten handelsuren.

Het tijdstip van de winstaankondiging kan ook invloed hebben op de kans op

gernformeerde handel na deze aankondigingen. Indien het winstcijfer buiten

handelsuren bekend gemaakt wordt, hoeft de belegger niet onmiddellijk te reageren

op het nieuws en kan hij (zij) de informatie analyseren voor het maken van een
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handelsbeslissing. Wanneer het financiele nieuws in gedeelten gepubliceerd wordt,
kunnen beleggers deze extra informatie ook gebruiken in het beslissingsproces. Op de
New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) en American Stock Exchange (AMEX) kunnen

beleggers orders verstrekken voordat de markt opent. Wanneer de verstrekte orders

het winstnieuws reflecteren, wordt het nieuws in de aandelenprijs verdisconteerd en is

de kans op geYnformeerde handel na het openen van de markt kleiner. Zelfs als de

verstrekte orders het winstnieuws niet reflecteren, kunnen de specialisten de

openingsprijs nog steeds op het winstnieuws baseren indien zij de financiele

berichtgeving nagaan voor het openen van de markt. Op basis van deze argumenten
verwacht ik dat de percentuele verandering van de bied-laat wijdte groter is en de
percentuele verandering van de diepte kleiner is voor en na aankondigingen tijdens

handelsuren in vergelijking tot aankondigingen buiten handelsuren.

Ik  onderzoek 1000 aankondigingen tijdens   en 1802 aankondigingen buiten

handelsuren. De winstaankondigingen zijn gemaakt tussen   1993  en   1996  door  336

ondernemingen die verhandeld worden op de NYSE of AMEX. De analyse toont dat

de percentuele veranderingen van de genoteerde en effectieve bied-laat wijdte
significant groter zijn en de percentuele veranderingen van de diepte kleiner zijn na
winstaankondigingen tijdens handelsuren dan na aankondigingen buiten handelsuren.

Het onderzoek toont ook aan dat deze resultaten niet veroorzaakt worden door

ondernemingsspecifieke factoren, notering aan buitenlandse aandelenbeurzen of

verschillen in de inhoud van winstaankondigingen tijdens en buiten handelsuren.

De resultaten suggereren dat het kiezen van het tijdstip een mogelijkheid is om
de afname in de marktliquiditeit rond winstaankondigingen te voorkomen. Echter

notering aan buitenlandse aandelenbeurzen kan het voordeel van aankondigingen
buiten handelsuren verminderen, omdat de afname in de marktliquiditeit zich voor
kan doen op een andere beurs. Daarnaast hebben ook andere factoren invloed op de
keuze om tijdens of buiten handelsuren het winstcijfer bekend te maken. Toekomstig

onderzoek zou andere kosten en baten van het tijdstip van de winstaankondiging

kunnen onderzoeken om een completer beeld te geven van de factoren die deze
beslissing bernvloeden. Een ander interessant onderwerp voor toekomstig onderzoek

is de invloed van het tijdstip van andere bekendmakingen op de marktliquiditeit, zoals

fusies en overnames. Omdat de prijsreacties op deze aankondigingen waarschijnlijk
groter zijn dan op winstaankondigingen, kan een groter verschil bestaan tussen de

marktliquiditeit na bekendmakingen tijdens en buiten handelsuren.
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S.4 De invloed van de informatieomgeving op de afname van de

marktliquiditeit voor winstaankondigingen
Het tweede essay onderzoekt de afname van de marktliquiditeit voor

winstaankondigingen. Tot op heden is er geen bewijs of specialisten de bied-laat

wijdtes en dieptes voor alle ondernemingen in dezelfde mate aanpassen of dat de
afname afhankelijk is van ondernemingsspecifieke factoren. Ik onderzoek de

veronderstelling dat de afname in de marktliquiditeit gerelateerd is aan de
informatieomgeving. Een ruke informatieomgeving betekent dat meer informatie

publiekelijk beschikbaar is en opgenomen is in de aandelenprijs. Daarom wordt een

kleinere prijsreactie verwacht bij een winstaankondiging en reduceert dit de prikkel
voor beleggers om priv6-informatie te verzamelen. Zelfs indien de beleggers privt-
informatie zoeken en vinden, kan het verlies voor de specialist kleiner zijn, omdat de

verwachte prijsreactie op de nieuwe informatie kleiner is. Ik gebruik drie variabelen

voor de informatieomgeving, namelijk de kwaliteit van de informatieverstrekking, het

plaatsvinden van winstvoorspellingen door het management en het aantal analisten dat

een winstcijfer voorspelt.

Het onderzoek omvat 2802 winstaankondigingen gemaakt tussen   1993   en

1996 door 336 ondernemingen die op de NYSE of AMEX verhandeld worden. De

analyse toont aan dat het plaatsvinden van winstvoorspellingen door het management
de verandering in de diepte beTnvloedt. Ik vind echter geen robuuste relatie tussen de

variabelen van de informatieomgeving en de verandering in de (nadelige-

selectiekostencomponent van de) bied-laat wijdte. Een mogelijke verklaring voor het
ontbreken van significante resultaten is dat specialisten niet geloven dat de
informatieomgeving invloed heeft op de kans van gernformeerde handel voor

winstaankondigingen. Een andere verklaring is dat de afname in de marktliquiditeit te
klein is om verschillen tussen ondernemingen te tonen.

Het is de vraag of de kleine afname van de marktliquiditeit in lijn is met de

veronderstelling dat de marktliquiditeit daalt omdat specialisten op
winstaankondigingen anticiperen. Indien specialisten de marktliquiditeit laten dalen in

anticipatie op de aankondigingen zou een afname in de marktliquiditeit voor alle

ondernemingen verwacht worden. Gegeven de kleine afname is het de vraag of dit

gebeurt. Het bewijs in voorgaand onderzoek dat gemiddeld genomen de bied-laat

wijdte stijgt en de diepte daalt, hoeft niet te betekenen dat specialisten anticiperen op

de aankondigingen. Een andere verklaring voor dit effect is dat specialisten reageren
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op het beschikbaar komen van informatie en meer informatie beschikbaar komt voor

een winstaankondiging dan gemiddeld genomen gedurende een periode zonder

winstaankondigingen. De vraag of de afname in de marktliquiditeit voor
winstaankondigingen veroorzaakt wordt door een toename in het beschikbaar komen

van informatie of door een echte anticipatie van de aankondiging, is een interessant

onderwerp voor toekomstig onderzoek.
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PROPOSITIONS

belonging to the dissertation

Market Liquidity around Earnings Announcements
Maarten Pronk

1

If stock exchanges switch to a 24 hour trading system, firms cannot reveal

information when the exchange is closed. Because the revelation of information

during trading hours reduces the market liquidity, stock exchange authorities should

consider introducing trading halts around announcements. (Chapter 2)

2

The finding that bid-ask spreads increase and depths decrease before earnings

announcements is not sufficient to conclude that market makers anticipate these

announcements. (Chapter 3)

3

Users of annual report information in HTML most often view financial highlights
followed by the income statement and the message from the president. These users are

looking for a limited number of specific information items. (Pronk, M., The Use of
Annual Report Information on the Internet, working paper Tilburg University)

4

The use of annual report information is different on the day of publication than later

during the year.  (Pronk,  M-  The  Use  of Annual  Report  Information  on  the  Internet,

working paper Tilburg University)

5

The high number of financial analysts that visit a quarterly report site on the day of

publication indicates that Internet is an important medium for the dissemination of

accounting information to sophisticated users. (Pronk    M.,    The    Use    of   Quarterly

Report Information on the Internet, working paper Tilburg University)



6

Quarterly reports are so important to financial analysts and institutional investors that

they get up early on the day of a quarterly earnings announcement. (Pronk M., The
Use of Quarterly Report Information on the Internet, working paper Tilburg

University)

7

The majority of users that view the quarterly report on the Internet to evaluate current

or new investments, view the report after the day of publication. This finding

indicates that quarterly reports are also relevant after that day. (Pronk M, The Use of
Quarterly Report Information on the Internet. working paper Tilburg University)

8

The high rejection rate of European accounting papers by US journals is because of

the quality ofthe papers rather than a bias against European research.

9

The best way to compete with US accounting researchers is to create your own

dataset.

10

Financial accounting researchers and financial statements are both backward looking.

Therefore, researchers underestimate the value of the electronic dissemination of

financial accounting information for financial accounting research.

11

Because cycling   is an excellent activity to generate research ideas, academ ics   who

cycle to a university should be allowed to travel during working-hours.
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